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State takes
2 percent

END

from
the
net
state
appropriation
of$34,947,000.
Associate Editor
Last
semester,
the
Administrators are reUniversity
set
aside
4
percent
evaluating the budget
in a contingency plan.
situation at Murray State Although
the state only asked
University in light of the
that
agencies
and schools set
state's recent decision to cut
aside
2
percent,
the
higher education funding.
University set aside an
The state announced last additional 2 percent in case
additional
budget
week that all agencies and of
universities must give up the shortfalls, said Don Kassing,
2 percent that was set aside vice president of University
last semester. Officials said relations and administrative
in October that this cut would services.
be implemented if state
The additional 2 percent
revenues fell short of that was set aside will
projections.
remain in a contingency
According
to
a plan and if the state does not
memorandum from the take that money it will be put
Council
on
Higher back into the budget, Kassing
Education, the shortfall is said.
$69.6 million for the 1993
In addition to this cut, the
fiscal year. The across-thestate
also reduced MSU's 3
board 2 percent cuts by
universities and agencies percent allocation by 2
percent for next year that
will generate $43.2 million.
will be effective July 1.
Other funds will be derived Agencies and universities
from debt service savings, must submit their plans for
agency fund transfers to the this action to the Governor's
state
General
Bu:nd\ Budget Office by April 30.
spenddown of unlludget'ed This process is similar to the
surplus and expenditure situation in October when the
lapses to the General Fund.
state asked universities to set
Of the $43.2 million, the aside 2 percent.
state universities' cuts will
Please see BUDGET
total $11.6 million. Murray
State's cut totals $698,900
Page2
By LEIGH LANDINI

By JENNY WOHLLEB
Editor in Chief

Students will be paying
more for housing, food
services and fees next year.
Murray State University's
Board of Regents approved
the 7 percent increase
Saturday along with several
other fee increases.
The Board also voted on a
$10 Currie Center fee all
students mil have to pay
each semester.
Jim Bauer, director of the
Currie Center, said if the fee
was not passed they would
have to cut $120,000 from the
Curris Center's budget. He
said most of that money
would be taken away from
renovations.
Todd Logsdon, student
regent, was opposed to the
changes.
"We understand the 7
percent increase and the
need for some relief in the
auxiliary budget
for the
Currie Center, but we don't
think it should come from the
students," Logsdon said. "''d
just like us to not lay another
fee on students."
Please see REGENTS

Photo by JUD COOK

Cedric Gumm, a senior Racer basketball player, contemplates the Racer's loss to
Tennessee State, 82-68, for the Ohio Valley Conference championship. For
additional photos see page 14.

Insurance plan altered Student fees increase
,

By KRISTIE HELMS

Murray State University
faculty and staff members
will begin paying insurance
premiums Jan. 1, 1994 under
a new insurance plan
approved by the Murray State
Board of Regents Saturday.
Currently, the University
pays 100 percent of the
med i cal
insurance
premiums for all Murray
State employees and their
dependents.
Under the new plan, there
are three selection options
that are differentiated by
deductibles and maximum
out-of-pocket expense levels.
The plan provides Option A
coverage for individual
employees and Option B
coverage for employees with
dependents on a noncontributory basis.
Employees who are able to
show that they have
ins urance under another
plan may opt out of the
University's program and
receive a rebate of $600 per
year.
Many Murray State faculty
and staff members say
although their two percent
salary cut was rescinded at
the Regents' meeting, the
new
co-payments
for
dependents and spouses
represent another cut.
"Now we have not only copayments but a program that
has significant deductibles

Option A

Option B

OptlonC

lndvldual
Family

$200
$400

$500
$1,000

$750
$1,600

Coinsurance
(after deductible)

80120

80120

80/20

Annual Out-ofPocket Limits
lndvldual
Family

$1 ,200
$2,400

$2,000
$4,000

$2,500
$5,000

$25.000
$1 ,000,000

$25,000
$1,000,000

$25,000
$1,000,000

Lifetime Maximum
Psyctjab1c
All other services

Pre-existing conditions
Benefit payments tor oonc:ltlona tnlaled wttNn the three
months preceding the effective dale of coverage will be
limited to $2,000 for the ftrat twelve months unless the
Individual has been treatment free for three months

Exclusion

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

A survey conducted by the
Faculty Senate found that out
of the 60 percent of faculty
members responding to the
survey, 67.7 percent strongly
agree with the statement, "the
current health insurance
package is an effective
recruitment and retention
tool."
University staff members
also had hoped for another
alternative, Debbie Wagoner,
Staff Congresa president,
said.
"We have reluctantly
agreed to go along with the
new plan," Wagoner said.

and
out-of-pocket
copayments," Ray Conklin,
Faculty Senate president,
said.
Those opposed to the new
program, included Faculty
Regent Frank Julian who
cast the only vote opposing
the health care program at
the Regents' meeting.
"You' re,
in
effect,
reversing what the Board has
done and are giving the staff
and faculty another cut,"
Julian told the Board.
Opposition to the new plan
also held that the current
program is an effective way
of getting new faculty
members to come to Murray
State, Conklin said.

Please see INSURANCE
Page 16

Employee contribution and refund rates for 1994 at MSU:
.Emp Only :· /.$0
Emp + Chlld(ren) $289.06
Emp + Spouse $361.33
Emp +Spouse +
Chlld(ren)
$722.66

News Editor

Deductibles

New insurance p l a n - - - - - - . - - Option A

By MICHELE CARLTON

Insurance Plan Structure

Senior Ed•tor

Option B

Option C

Opt Out Value·

($200.37) ~;j ($297.27)
$0
($246.03)
$0
. ($233.22)

($600.00)
($600.00)
($600.00)

$0

($600.00

($169.16)

:'· ,. ~
"i

Note: Positive amounts represent employee contributions, negative
amounts In parenthesis represent rebates to employees
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

The Board of Regents
approved the increase in
the fee proposals of the
auxiliary services at
Murray State.
The residence halls
and Food Services
increased their coste
seven percent.
"I think none of us like
to see increases in fees.
Our sensitivity is to
students because of the
increase in tuition," said
Paula Hulick, director of
housing: ''It was a tough
recommendation
to
make, but the seven per
cent will allow us to
continue to provide
services to students and it
was really necessary."
Hulick said that some
of the available dollars
will be used to do some
renovation in the halls. .
"I think we would have
wanted to have a lesser
rate but unfortunately we
have to pay all of our
bills and financial
obligations,"
Bill
Benriter, director of Food
Services, said.
Ben.riter said that about
60 percent of the expenses
are fixed costs.
''We have little control
over these costs and have
had less dollars to do

~Sto!.,c~!:!!~:
Several Murray State University students in
search of palm trees and sunshine during their
Spring Break, instead found themselves
surrounded by snow and wind in one of the
worst storms to hit the country in this century.
Several groups of students found themselves
trapped by the weather, including the Baptist
Student Union, on a mission trip to Florida and
the rifle team who had traveled to Virginia for a
tournament
Stories on Page 3

....~~• Comparison

..... ........
1112-1113

TuiliOn

Student Fees

Room

$1,340

$4,020

.$1,500

$4,500

260

260
1,170

280
1,2$2

1,2$2

''' 1,610

1;$70:

4,702

7,502

80aid

1,564

<

7,014
Source: NEWS BUREAU

enhancing and quality
improvements," he said.
"The main use of the money
from the increase will be
used for fiXed costs and
some will be used for new
equipment and possibly to
improve the outside look of
Winslow."
"I am very disappointed
in the outcome of the Board
of
Regents
meeting
concerning
the
fee
increases," said Todd
Logsdon, president of the
Student
Government
Association. "I think the
University is losing sight of
our main purpose at this
institution. n
The following Food
Service Regulations were
also approved:
All
freshmen
and
sophomores living in the
residence halls must have
an any-15 or any-19 meal
plan. Calloway County

Financial aid
Any prospective or currently enrolled
student who plans to attend Murray
State University for the 1993-94 school
year and who will need financial aid
should fill out an application and submit
it to the Student Financial Aid Office in
the basement of Sparks Hall by Aprll1 .
Both the Free Application for Fed·
eral Student Aid, the FAFSA, and Murray State financial aid applications are
in the financial aid packets.
Additional information about student
financial aid and application forms are
available in the Student Financial Aid
Office or by calling (502) 762-2546.

~

Graph•c by HEATHER BEGLEY

residents who are freshmen
or
sophomores
may
purchase the any-five option
meal plan.
Juniors and
seniors may voluntarily
sign up for any of the meal
plans or declining balance.
The Board also approved a
Curris Center fee of $10 per
semester for full-time
students.
If the fee had not been
passed, the Currie Center
budget would have to be cut,
Jim Baurer, director of the
Currie Center, told the
Regents.
"If the fee had not passed,
we would have to cut the
budget $120,000. Most of that
money would come out of
renovations," he said.
Regents voting against the
fee increases for the Currie
Center and in housing and
dining were Logsdon,
Wells Lovett and Virginia
Strohecker.
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Friendliness helps sell camPus

NEWSBRIEFS

Students receive personalized tours during visits

Professors attend conference

By LEIGH LANDINI
Associate Editor

Gayne Nerney, associate professor of philosophy and
religious studies, and Joseph Fuhrmann and Wayne Beasley,
professors in the department of history, recently attended the
Southern Leadership Conference on "The Role of Rights in a
Free Society," sponsored by the IntercoJlegite Studies
Institute.
The conference, held Saturday, Feb. 27 at. Vanderbilt
University, examined whether American "Rights-Talk" can
still provide a center and basis for meaningful discusAions of
justice. The main speakers were David Horowitz, Charles J .
Sykes and Christina Hoff.Summers.

Friendliness at Murray
State University helps to sell
the school to prospective
students, according to
marketing research.
"You can get more done in
15 minutes iil a tour than the
best brochure in the country,"
said Don Kassing, vice
president for University
relations and administrative
services.
Kassing
has
helped
research the marketing
techniques
which
the
University will implement.
His focus group research
revealed that curren.t
students had been sold on the
University during campus
visits.
Students in these groups
said they were impressed
with the University's warm
and friendly attitude and the
size and the quality of
programs. He said the
University wants to use these
traits to its advantage during
recruitment.
"The real trick is talking
to them," Kassing said.
"Brochures don't talk."
Don Robertson, associate
vice president of student
affairs, said the personal
touch is evident at MSU.
''That can separate us from
the college that just sends out

BUDGET

Marketing,

su :~

brochures," Robertson said.
"Once the name is out there,
we have to do the selling."
"We've got to get students
here on campus," he said.
"That's where we close the
sale."
MSU uses college days
l!Uch as Fall Senior Day and
Junior Jam to inform
prospective students about the
University. Such recruitment
days are on Saturdays and
the students receive a
personalized campus tour
from a Student Ambassador.
In addition, students
schedule visits with the
School Relations office to
receive
tours
and
information on admissions,
said Carmen Garland,
associate director of that
office.
"Friendliness
is
the
number one asset that MSU
and the community has to
offer anyone," Garland said.
"I think it's to our advantage
having students who work in
our office give tours."
Student tour guides,
including ambassadors and
school relations' student
workers, can give prospective
students information about

including departments and
colleges, Kassing said.

Continued from Page 1

Administrators
had
already drafted the budget for
1993-94, but that plan will be
redrawn with the new
information, said James
Booth, provost and vice
president for academic and
student affairs.
"We're back to the
drawing board," he said.
Budget planning must now
go back through the channels

The iatest round of cuts
meana1lthat the University
will have to examine
academic and support
programs, Booth said.
"We can't make across the
board cuts anymore," he
said.
Kassing said the cuts this
time will be vertical and the
University will have to
examine several programs
and services.

what life is really like at
MSU, Garland said.
The .University hopes to
implement a new marketing
plan based on earlier
marketing research, and the
School Relations office will
be extensively involved.
The University hopes to
look at bigger student
markets such as St. Louis,
Nashville, Tenn., Memphis,
Tenn. and Chicago, Kassing
said.
''What we're hoping to do
is have a more extensive
marketing area," Garland
said.
"It's
a
worthy
investment."
Students who are recruited
from these areas would pay
out-of-'s tate tuition and
generate additional revenue.
The goal for a three-yearperiod is 600 new students
paying out-of-state tuition,
Kassing said.
When these students tour
the campus, they will receive
a more extensive tour that
will include the city of
Murray since many of them
are unfamiliar with this
area, Garland said.
Before students can receive
personalized ' tours, the
University contacts them by
sending a letter, application
package and a view book,
Garland said.
School Relations also uses
phonathons to call prospective

students. The office gets
student names from ACT
scores, recruitment cards
and lists.
View books are printed
every two years, and the
office usually has about
65,000 printed.
"We need them to know
Murray State to want to come
visit," Garland said.
Mark Whitt said as a
Student Ambassador he is
responsible for giving tours
of Murray State's campus.
''We take the students and
their parents on a walking
tour of the campus and try to
get to know the students," he
said. "We try to let them
know that we are students
and that this is coming from
a student's perspective."
Whitt, senior sociology
major from Marion, said he
tries to educate the visitors
about MSU's history and the
various departments on
campus.
Whitt said that one aspect
of the program he would like
to change would be to give
tours during the week.
"I would like to see tours
given during the week so that
the students can see what the
campus atmosphere is really
like during the prime time of
the day,'' he said.

Student studies In Australia
Karen E. Jackson, junior psychology major from Mt.
Carmel, Ill., is spending this spring semester studying at the
University of Southern Queensland in Toowoombn,
Australia as part of the international student exchange pro·
gram. While there, she will live on campus with other inter·
national students and carry a fu]) semester of classes in her
major or in elective cla!!ses.
.
The Australian exchange program is only one of several offered by Murray State. International study experiences are
provided in semester or year-long terms or short lerm experiences in the summer or winter. For more information
write to the Center for International Programs, Lowry
Center, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071 or call
the Center at 762-4152.

Week in Preview
• Camp. Chess Camp, June 20·26. Chess Grandmaster Gregory
Kaidanov from Moscow will visit.
• Presentation. Hugh Philips of Western Kentucky University will present ''After the Fall: Inside Russia Today," at 3:30p.m. March 23 in
room 208, Faculty Hall. Admission is free. Call 762·6575 or 762-2231 .
• Testa. GED test, administered 8 a.m., March 23 and 24, in the
Counseling and Testing Center in Ordway Hall. Fee Is $15. Call

Editor's Note: This article is the last in
a series on marketing.

762-6851 .

• Lecture. John Hoyle of Texas A& M University on school reform at
7 p.m., March 25 in the Wrather West Kentucky Museum . Admission Is
free. Call 762-2791 .
• Festival. WKMS fund·raiser for the listener-supported National
Public Radio affiliate at 91.3 FM titled "Fishing for Friends." March 27,
goal is 1.000 friends.
• Lecture. David Natharius of California State University at Fresno.
will speak on "Speech Communication. Humanistic Education and Experiential Learning: A Necessary Symbiosis," at 7 p.m .. March 27 in
Mason Hall Auditonum. Admission is free. Call 762-4483.
• Pageant. Miss MSU Pageant, 7:30 p.m., March 27, Lovett
Auditorium. Admission is $5 for adults, $3 for MSU students with 10
and free for children under age 12. Call 762-6951
• Banquet. Reservations for the Adult Student Honors Banquet are
due March 27 at the Center fN Continuing Education Call 762-2086 .
• Fundralser. Alpha Phi Sigma and Lambda Alpha Epsilon w111 sponsor a walk-a-thon Saturday at 9 a.m. Carnival booths open at 11 a.m.
Call 753-9038 or 762-3585.
,
• Course. "Investment Opportunities in Today's Economy," 7 to 9
p.m. on Thursdays, March 18 to April 22, Business Building. Cost Is
$30 for singles and $50 for couples.

In addition to the possible reductions. He also said· the
deletions of academic or University must reduce
support programs, Booth has operational costs.
appointed a task force to
However, the Board of
examine the possibilities of Regents
rescinded the 2
combining colleges and
percent
faculty
pay cut .-om
departments.
last year at its meeting.
"We can no longer be all Money for this venture will
things to all people," Booth be derived from tuition and
internal reallocation, Booth
a aid.
said.
Some new programs may
The Board defeated a
hit delays, he said.
motion to use the 2 percent
In the a<hninistrative area, that was set aside as part of
Kassing said officials will the 4 percent contingency
examine how to reduce these plan for salaries if the
costs, and t}v :e may be University gets to keep it.
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we got to see friends we don't
get to see very often."

By JENNY WOHLLEB
Editor in Chief

Students
who
were
disappointed because they
were not able to travel during
Spring Break probably
changed their minds after
hearing the horror stories of
students who got stranded in
"the storm of the century."
Students have
been
straggling slowly back to
campus this week from
various trips along the East
Coast.
The late winter storm hit 21
states. Some areas received
up to two feet of snow.
Tornadoes ripped through
some states. Power was out
in thousands of homes and
businesses. Major highways
were closed.

Cabin fever

Mission home

'

•

;
'

The BSU experienced the
strain of the blizzard.
Keith Inman, campus
minister for the Baptist
Student Union, said the group
of 58 had traveled to Miami
on a mission trip. The group
stayed in Orlando Friday
night where tornadoes were
touching down in the area.
"I have never seen
anything like this down
south with record colds and
snowfalls," he said.
Inman said he called
ahead to future stops and
reserved rooms in hotels and
motels and decided when
they got to their destination,
whether or not they would
stay.
"We just took our time and
didn't press our luck," he
said.
Inman said their trip from
Atlanta which would have
normally taken six hours
was stretched to 11 hours
because of the road
conditions.
Kara Woods, junior special
education. major from
Ridgeway, ill., went on the
mission trip and was
surprised by the weather, but
felt God's presence. around
them.
"As soon as the storm
started, I saw a rainbow,"

Photo by JUQ~ i

9'8aUo!>

Trent Bates, left, and Chris Dill took advantage of the last big snow fall here and went sledding. Fortunately,
Murray was not In the path of "the storm of the century" which hit 21 states on the East coast. The storra caused
scores of deaths and millions of dollars In damages. Snowfall up and down the coast was measured from 6:llncbn to
2 feet. Some states experienced tornadoes and hurricane-like winds.
"' ..t
rn...
she said. ''I guess it was Hia
promise that he was going to
be there to protect us and to
guide us."

Hotel VIrginia
Shelia Haley, spokesperson
for sports information,
traveled to the NCAA rifle
championship in Lexington.
Va., with the rifle team.
"The most inconvenient
part was that the town was

Christine McKenzie, Vicki
Breece and Tamela Allen
were in Princeton, W.Va.,
when the storm hit. They
arrived in Murray late
Tuesday night.
McKenzie,
graduate
student from Princeton,
W.Va., said they were
visiting her sister and
brother-in-law at their
trailer. She said the area they
were in received 81 inches of
snow with drift& up to 14 feet
and winds of 40 to 50 miles
per hour.
"By the time we realized
how severe the storm was, the
interstates we had to travel
on were already closed,"
McKenzie aaid.
She said they did not get to
do some of the things they
planned for their trip because
the storm kept them inside.
"I love my family dearly,
but wlien you're trapped and
cannot get out you do start to
feel cabin fever," McKenzie
said. "There are only so
many card games you can
play."
The trip back took 15 hours,
about five hours longer than
it would normally take.
Allen,
senior
radio/television major from
Camden, Tenn., said she
was surprised when she
looked out her window
Saturday morning.
h .. a· d 't think 't
uld
1 t1hnt
ch.. 1he co 'd
snow
a mu , s
881 •
"Being from Tennessee I'm
just not used to it."
Allen said being trapped
with four other people for five
days was a nerve-wracking
experience.
"Ypu pre~ niuc9 ilaae the
best of it," she said.'""Even
though you got on each
other's nerves you just let
things go."

smaller than Murray and it team were worried about
There were still many can
completely shut down except missing classes on Monday.
and trucks stranded on the
for two convenience stores,"
"Some people had a lot of roads, he said.
she said. "I have never seen
"We even saw some snow
· a town shut down ao fast as important stuff to do (in
class),"
Kendle
said.
equipment
that was stuck on
1
that one." ·
the
road,"•
Kendle
said.
The team auived in
I
Rusty Kendle, sophomore Murray late Monday night
Kendle did say the
geology
major
from after being on the road 11 experience was not entirely
Alliance, Neb., was also houn.
bad.
snowed in with the rifle
•The roads were pretty
"We stayed in the hotel
team.
much scraped off by the time and ate at the Shoney's
Allen said her experience
He said it was a we left," he said. "The roads across the street," he said. "It this spring break has
frustrating
experience weren't that bad. at least in was a fun time because other convinced her not to go to the
because many people on the Kentucky they weren't."
schools were in the hotel and Northeast anymore.
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VIEWPOINT
EDITORIAL

Logsdon's complaints
echoed student needs
Way to go, Todd.
While most of the student body was spending
their Spring Break in warmer climes or
navigating through the snow in what was once
the South, a few MSU students missed the
adventure offered by the Blizzard of '93 in order to
experience the fiscal misadventures proffered by
the Board of Regents '93.
One of these students was Student Government
Association president Todd Logsdon. Instead of
hiking through the snow, Logsdon was debating
fee hikes using eloquence and logic as he tried to
convince the BOR that additional funds should
come from sources that have not yet been tapped
because the student body has already been tapped
out. Unfortunately, sometimes eloquenc~ and
logic have been known to fall on deaf ears and
that is where his entreaties landed.
Throughout much of the proceedings, while
Logsdon vehemently argued how heaping more
and more fees on students would increase the
obstacles between them and a degree, he was
greeted by what seemed to be silent
condescension and the strained patience reserved
for someone too stupid or too stubborn to realize
he is beating a dead horse. But those who will be
paying increased fees know his arguments were
not stupid and we appreciate how he stubbornly
presented our views.
Logsdon did an excellent job in acting as the
voice of the entire s~~S~ oP9~ulation and we
should be proud of him- tt~i_q(lds were simply
stacked against him and !..~
against the
students as well.
liro:el bnn a.niJ.J
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Reciprocity alters grant
enrollment interpretation
\

As· • Murray State progresses in ita new
marketing plan designed to attract students from
farther away, one aspect of the University's ou1r
of-state recruiting seems to have been an
unqualified success. In 1990, MSU developed a
reciprocity agreement allowing students from
Henry, Obion, Stewart and Weakley counties in
Tennessee to pay in-state tuition if they choose
Murray as the place to continue their education.
Before the agreement, students from these
counties were served under the incentive grant
program and reciprocity created an artificially
large drop in the number of students categorized
as incentive grant students from 1989 to 1990.
As the administration searches for new ways to
increase enrollment, we hope they look toward
programs such as reciprocity and incentive
grants as models and tinker with their successes
as little as possible. If it ain't broke, don't fix it.
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Anti-condom
letter doesn't
hold water
Dear Editor:
I would like the opportunity
to reply to a colleague's recent
letter
c~ncerning
the
dispensing of condoms in the
MSU residence halls. While I
respect his position, I believe
there is another side to the
issue.
,;
Dr. Folsom cites statistics
that "the failure rate o(
condoms is 18.4 percent.1' '
While this is true, it is
equally true, then, that they
are 81.6 percent effective in
controlling disease and
unwanted , pregnancy. In
addition, I checked the
research, and the study quoted
included all classifications of
condoms, including natura\
products which have been
known to have a much higher'
rate. The effectiveness
of latex
condoms
~~~
considerably higher than 81..6
percent. Let's not misquote the..
statistics.
•
While I certainly don't
want my teenage daughter to·
have sexual relations befor~ 1
she is ready, I also don't fool
myself that the possibility
does not exist. She knows I
love and care about her. What;
I don't want is for her to dieT
and Scott plan on doing the because she made a . poorI
same. They attended college decision in the .heat of the
to improve their skills and moment. and did not us!~
knowledge in a certain area pr_oteetJ.on. Shou.l~ our
with hopes of finding children pay for dec1stons we
employment in their chosen don't like with their lives? J,1
field, they all three succeeded don't think so.
-w
and are functioning very The fact that MSU P11?vides
successfully in society! cond~ms. for stud,ent~ m ~~a
·wouldn•t say a business way mdicates the uruvers1ty
' at •the chance to ett
. h er promotes or cond onea.L'l
major jump
make money by doing students' behavior. What it
something they enjoy (foreign ~oes indicate, in my .opini?n;d
travel included!) even if they 1s .t~at ~he unlVer&tt~
didn't need a college degree to admmtstrat1on cares abou
do so?
their lives, regardless of theizo.J
Judging by the successes of decisions. And yes, condom& f
Murray State basketball are available at local stores:;
players after their careers as But I don't want one of my0
Racers were completed, 1 student~ to die horribly of
would say we are doing quite AIDS stmply because ~e. or8
well. That is just the way we she made a poor dec1s1on.11
want it!
Perhaps MSU should withhold
.
medical treatment at theD
.
D~vtd Henley health center for students who
ass1stant men s basketball have made other "unwise~'
· coach choices" certain faction./
don't approve of.
This religious mentality.
note the tenn "fornication"·
will keep on killing ou .
children in the hopes that if
That means that up to 50 HIV we
as
adults
don't
virus bacteria can escape acknowledge the' behavior, it
through one hole of a condom. will simply not happen. (I
Clearly, condoms are not an take offense at the use of the'
effective means in preventing term "fornication," which, I
HIV, or other STD's for that feel certain, implies a value
matter.
judgement concerning pre·
Even if the University marital sexual relations.)
displays information about This is the same logic that
the risks involved in using prevents alcohol from beina
condoms and the proper sold in Calloway County, thus
procedure for using them, a forcing our students to drive
convenient vending machine on curving, two-lane death
is not conducive to students' traps late at night. No, I don't
making a logical decision want my students to drink to
about
the
risks
and excess; but I also don't want
consequences of their actions. them to die in a fiery crash on
"!"
And the university's not the highway.
And
as
to
parents
educating condom machine
users about the risks involved preventing their children
from attending MSU, that was
is unthinkable.
Is it really worth the riSk of the same argument used when
destroying
students • I was an undergrad about
emotional and physical health schools with coed dorms and
to install the machines? Let's unsupervised visitation. If the
consider the issue with eyes parents are that narrow·
perhaps their
open to the reality of the minded,
children
would
be better
consequences of our actions.
at
a
more
Kristen A. Minks served
conservative,
religioua
institution.
•
I care enough about my
students that I would prefer
they have an 81.6 percent
keep this University running survival chance rather than a
properly. In addition, several 100 percent chance of dying if
departments were phased out they use no protection. When
l.:.st year and remaining will adults stop playing
departments were cut back. ostrich and get their heads out
The employees that Mr. of the sand? Forcing our youth
Wooten targeted in his letter to make poor decisions which
received a pay cut last year. It can kill them simply becaus~
is a shame when the very we don't want to accept their
people we are here for take our behavior is worse than
•
hard work for granted and irresponsible.
accuse us of not doing our
Steven R. Mark
jobs.
assistant professor
Mike Dillon

..

failure

Key to degree
Dear Editor:
In
response
to
the
commentary in The Murray
State News on Feb. 26, I would
like to refer to a quote from a
former high-profile college
basketball coach when asked,
"How many of your players
graduate?" He replied,
"However many want to!''
Ever hear the saying, "You
can lead a horse to water but
you can't make him drink?"
We coaches want our studentathletes to go to school, we
want them to do well, we want
them to graduate and we want
them to be successful in life
after their playing days are
over.
I have been working at
Murray State as an assistant
basketball coach for two-andone-half year s. During that
time I have attended two
graduation ceremonies and

•

IS

have proudly watched as
seven
former
Racer
basketball players received
college degrees. Doug Gold,
Chris Ogden, Terence Brooks
and Ismael Rosario wanted to
graduate, and in 1991 they
did. Derrick Flowers, Terry
Birdsong and Donnie Langhi
wanted to graduate: amP in
1992 they did. That is a total of
seven student-athletes that
wanted to graduate in just the
past two years, a far cry from
five or six in the last 10 years.
Get the picture?
Jeff Martin, Popeye Jones
and Scott Adams are former
Murray State basketball
players, and they are
currently
playing
professional basketball and
are doing well financially.
None of the three graduated,
but Jeff attends classes here
in the summer and Popeye

desire

'Protection' is still risky
Dear Editor:
I am writing to express my
opp osition to installing
condom machines in MSU's
dormitories. Installing the
machines would send a
meuage
that
casual,
spontaneous
sex
with
whomever one is seeing at the
moment is acceptable.
However, most of us would
agree that the intimate act of
sex between two people who
are not committed to staying
together for life in marriage,
and who may in fact never
see each other again, is
degrading, fear-causing and
chancy. It causes pain and
guilt. The university's
installing condom machines
would "legalize" such actions
on campus that lead to loss of
self·respect 1088 of the joy and
freedom or' youth, and loss of
the ability to trust and relate
to members of the opposite sex.
Perhaps more important are
the ethical and health issues
concerning condom machine

installation. Approving the
condom as an effective means
of preventing pregnancy and
sexually
transmitted
diseases, which is the
message condom machine
installation
would
comm.unicate, is simply
unethical.
Condoms
are
not
uncommon in failing to
prevent pregnancy: Planned
Parenthood estimates a 15.7
percent failure rate. And their
effectiveness in preventing
STD's can only be greater.
STD's can be contracted at
any time, while pregnancy
can occur only a few days out
of ~ach month. Furthe~, the
national Centers for Dtsease
Control h~ve ~onfli'm~d th~t
the HIV Vli'US lS .1 mtcron m
~ize, while the standard. hole
m. a l~tex. condom IS 5
micron~ tn stze! and ~ m~e
sperm Is 45 mlcrons m SlZe
( " Condom
R o u 1e t t e "
Kentucky Citizen Digest 4·S).

Workers should be appreciated
Dear Editor:
I would like to comment on
a letter that I read in The
Murray State News entitled,
"MSU workers don't work."
First, I would like to ask Mr.
Wooten if he would like to
mow the University grass or
clean an academic building
every night? Maybe he would
like to flX the heating and air
conditioning for the campus. I
could go on and on.
What I am trying to say is

until you have worked with
these people whom you say do
nothing, stop and look at the
things these people do that
some students take for
granted.
Why is it that when there is
a fee increase or a budget cut
the staff becomes the
scapegoats? Most of the staff
mentioned by Mr. Wooten
make less than $13,000 a year.
These people also work very
hard with limited funds to

1
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By TIFFANY DEVINE

Understanding style· unlocks mean.ing
1 t is no coincidence that the English
language h as developed phrases such
as -where are you coming from" and "what is
that supposed to mean".
According to You Just Don't Understand by
Deborah Tannen, Ph.D., men and women not
only communicate using different styles, but
also for different reasons.
This situation often leads to either
misinterpretation or incomprehension and
ultimately to frustration and even anger. Sound
fammar?
Maybe an example would clear things up:
Tannen wrote an account about a couple
driving a long distance to meet friends for
dinner. They become lost and are running late.
The woman asks her husband to stop for
directions. The husband becomes annoyed,
insisting he can find the way himself. The wife
rolls her eyes and mutters, "men." At the same
time the husband sighs and thinks, "women."
The two do not understand each other's logic.
Tannen said this communication clash stems
from the different movations for each sex to
communicate. ·
Women communicate in order to make
connections and create intimacy, constructing a
network of contacts surrounded by which they
feel safe and comfortable, she wrote.
rAiternately, men communicate primarily to
gain and defend status in a hierarchy of peers.
They compete for one-upmanship.
In the previous example, the man wants to be
able to depend on his own abilities to find his
way, thus retaining his independence.
He also believes that if the person he asks for
directions does not know the way, the person
uligb.t inverit 'directions to save face.
Tannen said this is common among men
because of their hierarchical approach.
,The person asked does not want to appear at a
disadvantage when he has been given the
opportunity to give information, which places
him in the superior position. At the same time,
the husband wants to avoid the inferior position
of asking for help.
Conversely, most women do not consider that
someone might give them wrong directions
because it would be much simpler to say they
did not know the way. Even if the couple got

work, she is critical of Tannen.
"She doesn't talk about the consequences and
says it's purely cultural," Huber said.
Huber also said that if Tannen had not taken
such a moderate attitude that she would have
been labeled as an extemist and might not have
been on the best·seller list.
Huber said she does not face such decisions
and can approach the problem more freely.
"I'll probably end up creating some gender
conflicts rather than solving some," she said.

wrong directions they would be no worse off.
Therefore, if they stopped for directions they
would at least have a chance of finding their
desti.nation, according to Tannen's book.
However, each sex ma.y adopt the other's style
depending on the circumstances, Tannen said.

Classroom experiences
Lisa Huber, lecturer at the University of
Louisville, will teach a non-credit course in
identifying and understanding speech roles
later this semester at Bellermine.
Huber said the topic is important enough to
teach because the differences are becoming
more obvious.
Huber also said many people deny that there

Others have triel to show people that there
are alternative behaviors to the traditional roles
ixnpoaed by society.
Charlotte Hammett-Foster teaches a CQU1'8e in
gender communication with Iverson Warinner
at the University ofLouisville.
The class focua.s on alternative behavior
patterns in cases ofgender conflict.
"'We are born either male or female and
society teaches u1 our roles from early on,"
Hammett·Foster said. "'We help men and
women see'·t;b.B.t aDd also that people ca11 learn
to adapt'io thiel~a&pt other people's styles. We
have Chb~knct that is the key word."
Hammett-Foster offered examples of typical
masculine and feminine speech patterns.
"'Women tend to use verbal disclaimers and to
use the question form of interruption," she said.
are any d.iff~rences in the way men and women
"For instance, a woman might say 'Would you
communicate but that deep down. they know.
like
to go get something to eat?' when she
She said they see women's language as
means 'I would lfke to get something to eat.
powerless.
Would you?'."
"In Dr. Tannen's book the observations are not
Hammett.Fost er said men tend to use
just personal. These are not just disgruntled
statements
to interrupt and tend to be more
people. It gives women something to stand on,"
direct.
Huber said.
"We try to give tips to men and women to
Huber's class will focus on reading Tannen's
make
them aware of the differences and. be
book. Students will also talk and write about
more
sensitive
to them," she said.
it. Huber said they will tTy to develop strategies
She also said the listening to each other is
to avoid miscommunication.
vital.
She said the class will draw from their
Hammett-Foster eaid women have been at a
experiences for class discussion. They will be
disadvantage in the workplace because it has
required to keep a journal to document their
been traditionally male-dominated. But with
observations outside the class.
more women entering the workforce, she said
Despite Huber's dependence on Tannen's she forsees necessary change.

Women at work
Future markets require their inherent communication skills
As the 21st century approaches,
women could find they have a natural
edge over men in the job market.
In the future, more jobs will require
the counseling, coaching and
nurturing abilities that women have
been traditionally trained to do, said
Vernon Gantt, professor of speech,
theater and communication.
Gantt said many organizations will
recognize these natural tendencies in
women and place them in areas in
which they can use their skills.
"For instance, it seems that it is
easier for women to smile, and that's
important in areas like customer
service," he said.
· Gantt said that managing conflict
will also be important.
"Women have traditionally been
trained to avoid conflict and men
have been trained to confront it and promotions.
be competitive,• he said. "But neither
"They promote people who are just
have been trained to manage oonflict." like the boss. That's okay unless you
Gantt also said some businesses use want change," he said.
the supervisor as a template for
Since the market is changing it

match between the skills required
and the skills they find comforlable to
use.
Gantt said about 60 percent of the
organizational communications
graduate students are women. He
also
said
organizational
communications teaches both men
and women to be aware of changing
needs in the job market and how to
make themselves more compatible
with the requirements.
Nancy Wahl, instructor of
psychology, said there are noticeable
differen<:es between the way men and
women behave in job interviews.
"Women tend to tone down their
assertiveness," she said. "If a man is
assertive he's just being a man.•
Wahl also said women are very
Illustration by MARK ADAMS conscious of the message their
clothing projects.
needs different skills, he said.
"'' have never seen a book that tells
"There's going to have to be more
a man how to dress for a job
value of diversity," Gantt said.
As the job market changes, Gantt interview,• Wahl said.
"'Most magazines contain articles
said, women will recognize there is a

Style differences found on campus
After reading You Just Don't
Understand
by Deborah
Tannen. I tried to find
examples of style differences
between men and women roommate (.Harney) came back
to Murray from home . His
among my friends.
Last month a guy I work roommate had to drag it out of
With - call him Linus - told him.
That was the first difference
me he broke up with his
I
noticed.
When he talked to
girlfriend of two years. Just
me,
he
was
looking for
like that; he pulled up a chair
sympathy
because
he knew as
and told me.
a
girl
I
would
be
more
able to
• I was with Linus when his

COMMENTARY

telling women hoW to dress so as not ,
to appear too masculine or too
feminine,• she said.
Wahl said she thought these
differences might stem from the
different ways in which men and
women think.
"Men appear to be more logical and
think about their needs," she said.
"'Women consider more factors in the
decisi.on·making process."
Wahl also said women and men
differ in that men tend to attribute
success to internal elements and
failure to extema.l elements. She said
the reverse is true for women.
"For instance, if I give a test and a
woman passes it, she is likely to think
she was lucky enough to have studied
the right material," Wahl said. "If a
man passes he will think it is because
he knows the material"

Communication Tips - - - •

•

Men tenet to•••
talk
about
something only asked for agreement.
- avoid eye contact.
Guys
look
for
back-up
when
emotional.
• lrit~I'J'Upt frequently.
He also knew that guys have they talk to guy friends.
a harder time talking about
Linus also asked Barney for - demand things. ~
emotional topics . He didn't information, such as what he
1f
want to bring it up until he would do in that situation. He They should •..
had to.
asked me for understanding.
- giVe an alternate fonn of
Another difference was what
When l asked Linus about
feedback.
he expected me to say. Linus this later he told me he talked
- avo1d this or go back to the
wanted me to talk about the to me because he knew I would
original speaker when finished.
break-up on an emotional level give him emotional support.
ask.
and aak him what happened.
He knew Barney would give
When he talked to Barney he him logical support.
Source: DEBORAH TANNEN
~~

'
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Women tend to...

- usev&~l?@l disclaimers.
• lntefrupti ith ~u.e§tio~s.
-,commutlicate i~ieitly.

~~~~They shoolet.~.
n

· · ~\.'\.

\

-.:~ .."'
)],_.

• avoid them • 6e cohoqent

-use statemen~ ~ltie direct.
- say exactly what you mean.
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Discovering 1-listorx Again
By·HERB BANKS

To be or not to be • • •
Allen debates authorship issue in symposium
Debating who is buried in
Grant's tomb and did Colum- Doubting Thomases • • • • • • • • •
bus really discover America None of the following personalities believed that the man from
have been atop the most debatStratford could have possibly written Shakespeare's works:
ed subjects in the past few
• Mark Twain
• Leslie Howard
years, But another debate has
• Walt Whitman
• Vladimir Nabokov
quickly risen to the top of the
•
Benjamin
Disraeli
•
Charlie Chaplin
list, asking the question, "To be
or not to be."
• Otto Von Bismarck
• Henry James
Robert Allen,
English
• Sigmund Freud
• Orson Welles
professor at Murray State Uni• Ralph Waldo Emerson
versity, recently accepted a
challenge on February 18 by Source: OXFORD SOCIETY
Graph1c by HEATHER BEGLEY
Charles Vere, the Earl of Burford, on the subject of author- the Special Education Building speare.
ship of Shakespeare's works.
on Murray State's campus to
The two men had no arguKenneth Tucker,
Emdish witness the what seemed to be ment debating the fact that
professor and Shakespeare odd accusations the Earl was history has proven that Shaketeacher at Murray State Uni- to make.
speare was born in Stratford
versity, said theories have
It was standing room only as upon Avon by Mary and John,
been around since the 1920's the the debate started, Allen but they did debate the educaon the authorship of Shake- began the debate by telling tion of the Stratford man-the
speare.
.
Vere that he would have to name given to Shakespeare by
J. Thomas Looney, an stand in line behind the claims Verc.
English schoolmaster in 1920, of Francis Bacon, Christopher
The controversy arose when
published what seemed to be a Marlowe and even space aliens Vere sai d that the Stratford ·
logical solution to the charac- that Shakespeare indeed wrote man could not have written the
ter profile in which the author his own works.
works b ecause he had no
is revealed. The author Looney
Allen said, "Of all the wit- money to buy the books that
discovered was E. Vere, who neeses, the most credible would have supplied him the
was unknown to Looney at the ncti&utee seems to be Ben John- information of Italy and the
time of the research.
'lUo t'ilfrt~ 0
court system.
Vere who claims that"'lii&' ·'~ll '\}"~Y,e said "Johnson murVere stated that the Stratancestor, Edward de Vere' the ' derea "'a man," suggesting that ford man could not have been
17th Earl of Oxford, used the' vNfui-a:rers do not make ctedi- as well educated as most peopseudonym or wrote the works ble sources.
ple think because he was born
for Shakespeare, has taken his
"So did de Vere." Allen said.
of illiterate pat-ents.
debating issue to Yale, HarVere made a statement that
Allen, who did not attend a
vard, Boston University, Mem- his ancestor owned a play- formal school until he went to
phis State University and has wright which Johnson often Bethel College where he
appeared on the Public Broad- wrote for and visited.
received his B.A. and later
casting Service program
Allen introduced the use of went on to Vanderbilt Univer"Frontline."
new teehriology, which includes sity where he received his MA
Tucker said he believes the computers, to analyze the actu- and PhD, said, "Look at me."
Earl chose Allen for the debate al written works to compare in reply to the question of
after reading news coverage of the hand writings.
being well-educated and selfAllen in Parade magazine.
On the other hand, Vere said taught.
Students, faculty and other that the name is often seen
A member of the audience
curious spectators gathered in spelled Shakespeare and Shak- asked Vere if Shakespeare

could not have received his
information about foreign
lands and law through
hearsay.
Vere said the Stratford man
could have received information this way, but he could not
have gotten this much in
detail.
Allen said, "Ben Johnson was
the son of a bricklayer and he
had no formal education and
Christopher Marlowe was the
son of a shoemaker."
Vere admitted that Johnson
and Marlowe had some background of education.
"They are not in the same
class as Shakespeare," Vere
said
The extent of Shakespeare's
education is not truly known
because of the loss of his
records.
Legends have it that the
records might have been
burned because of studying by
candle light, as did our 16th
President Abraham Lincoln, as
Allen mentioned.
Vere said the writings reveal
the life, knowledge of law,
music, customs of Italy and
culture showing the social and
political views of the author.
Vere raised the question that
his ancestor was of royalty and
the majority of the works have
a noble court setting.
Vere said, "Perhaps the
Stratford man lived a Jeckyll
and Hyde life, living one way
and~ another."
He pointed out that the play
company, Lord Chamberlain's
Men, which is the group
Shakespeare was allegedly
associated with, only makes
one account of a payment to

Lochte, Albert re-create inventor's
'birthplace of radio' transmission
•Reinventing history is much
like doing detective work
because of the extensive
research that ia involved," Dr.
Robert Lochte, assistant professor and director of MSU TV11, said.
.
Lochte became interested
three years ago in rediscovering this area's inost talked
about invention when he was
reviewing a textbook and
noticed the name of Nathan B.
Stubblefield.
' ~t's one of the first things
you hear when you come to
Murray, the birthplace of
radio," Lochte snid.
In 1892 the words "Hello
Rainey" were spoken by Stubblefield to his assistant and
Lochte, along with Larry
Albert, chief engineer of MSU
TV-11, wanted to hear those
words again.
Lochte said they not only
wanted to recreate the wireless
radio to see how the invention
worked, but they also wanted
to celebrate the centinnal
anniversary of the invention,
which'was soon approaching.
Lochte and Albert spent six
months searching and gathering information from newspapers, photographs, drawings
and what notes of Stubblefield's they could find.
Lochte said Stubblefield did
not keep many notes because
he was afraid someone might
steal his invention.

Lochte said the majority of
the research was done in the
Pogue Library on Murray
State's campus. ·
•There are people who did
not realize how much evidence

NATHAN B. STUBBLEFIELD'S
~LESS TELEPHONE

Public Demonstration
File photo
Nathan B. Stubblefield and his son, Bernard,' with the wireless radio
Invention on a handbill announcing demonstration of his Invention.

they had," Lochte said.
One year was spent trying to
find ~ that were as close to
the original parts that Stubblefield had to use in order to
replicate the 1892 invention.

Another three to four months
were spent assembling the pro-ject. although some parts were
not as easy to come by.
Stubblefield used a combina-

tion of a carbon microphone
with batteries and a coil with
40 turns and a telephone earpiece with a small coil mowtted
inside a nail keg for his 1892
invention.
His second model, 1902, was
modified by using ground rods
in place of the coils.
The Lochte and Albert reproduction model was introduced
to an eager group of 100 people
on the soccer field beside Murray State's Currie Center on
March 4, 1992.
"Actually the best place to
have been would have been out
the woods somewhere in LBL
(Land Between the Lakes),"
Lochte said.
"If you want to look back at
history you have to look at the
time and the place," .L ochte
said.
Lochte said the March 4th
replication picked up much
ground noise from power lines
and vehicles passing by.
Lochte and Albert traveled to
Louisville, New Orleans and
Washington D.C. to demonstrate their replication of Stubblefield's wireless radio.
In Washington D.C. they got
a chance to browse through the
attic of the Smithsonian Institute where they located
Mahlon Loomis' invention.
Loomis was on the same
wavelength as Stubblefield
although Loomis had his
invention patented by the government in the 1860s.
"Teaching others something
they will remember for a long
time was the most exciting
part of recreating and demonstrating the Stubblefield invention," Lochte said.

A special News report

Illustration by MARK ADA.-s
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the name Shakespeare.
law died today."
•
"When one transcript disapVere Claims that if the Stratpears it is alright, but when ford man had been famous (or
two disappear it is more coinci- the writings his son-in-le,w
dental."
·
w.-ld. haw maM:~ ~
Vere said the Stratford tica of him in his diary.
man's son-in-law, who was a
As some people began to
lover of great poetry, only men- leave near the end of t~e
tioned his father-in-law one debate, Vere made his laft
time in his diary and that was statement: "Some people j1qt
when he wrote, "My father-in- ca.ll't take the truth."

MSU history l~sson·s
taken seriously
Over the last several years there have been many new ·
introductions into loolcing at what actually happened many
years ago.
People have claimed that Columbus did not discover
America, Shakespeare ia not the author of the works that
bear his name, Grant is not buried in Grant's tomb, Thomas
Jefferson did not write the Declaration of Indepence and ..
George Washington did not loOk like the picture that is on
the dollar bill?
Are these claims to be taken seriously?
William Schell Jr., assistant professor of history at, laid
that facts never speak for themselves.
%story is an attempt to reconstruct the past, or part of •
the past, from the residue of the past, from those remnants .~o
that survive to the present day," Schell said. "What BUrVives \1 ,
into the present day is often ambigious and contradictory.
So the historian is trying to sort this stuff out, trying to
determine which of the many versions or piecea of evidence
that are often contradictory to believe and how much weight
to give" the evidence.
"History is an interpretation," Schell said.
Schell said the act of history is a seleCtive process of facts ; 1
and evidence that is interpreted into what is shaping the +o:
!'>
past.
!
~'History is the 'product of the mind of man. It doesn;i ,~
exsist in the abstract," Schell said.
~e past is everything that has ever happened from the
beginning of the Big Bang to this moment," Schell sai<l
..;
"Most of the history classes taught at Murray State don't (~
leave a lot of room for dealing with interpretation," Schell to!
said.
t·
SChell said that the m~ority of the history classes taught
at Murray State are world civilization classes.
t!
'"You can hardly get into detailed levels to provoke these !:
sorts of questions," Schell said ...In the upper 300'-level !~
classes and above is where you get into levels of ::
interpretation.•
"What I do personally is that I give a little speech to all of :;
my history classes and tell the students that history is an :: •
art fonn not a science," Schell aaid.
·!'l
Schell said that when he runs up against a variance ~:
between what he is teaching and what someone else is
teaching he always alerts his classes.
..:
Choosing textbooks can be a challenge to teachers when a
number of theories are floating around.
•!
Schell said he always chooses textbook that goes along::
with the main stream of what is being taught.
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City works to tnsure safety
By KRISTIE HELMS
Senior Editor

High rise disasters, sucl:
as the recent World Trade
Center bombing in New York
City. usually do not cross the
minds of Murray State
University students.
However. high rise fues
and other emergenicies in
dorms and campus buildings
are a very real possibility on
the Murray State campus.
City and
University
officials have begun working
- together to better insure the
safety of students and
employees who live and work
in some of those multi-level
buildings.
The
Murray
Fire
Department will receive a
$600,000 f1re truck in
November that will reach the
tallest buildings on campus.
The truck was paid for
through a state- appropriated
life safety fund, Larry

Anderson, Murray State
assistant
director
of
environmental safety and
health, said.
"The money going into the
fire truck doesn't come out of
the formula for education, so
it won't affect anybody's
salaries," Murray Mayor
Bill Cherry said.
The city's current safety
equipment only reaches to the
sixth floor of buildings.
shorter than both the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center and
Regents Hall, Anderson
said.
"By using this truck, we
can fight high rise fires
through windows, and can
bring people down to the
ground if there were an
emergency;' Anderson said.
The University has been in
need of this truck for some
time, Anderson said.
"I feel the need is critical,
expecially in the dorms
where there · are so many

students," he said.
The city is trying to become
more safety conscious for the
future, Cherry said.
"As mayor, I've been very
concerned about our problems
with t~igh-rise
dorms,
especially after this World
Trade Center thing," Cherry
said ~ "We are starting to get
more done about the safety of
students."
Being safety-conscious will
also play an important role
in rebuilding the World
Trade Center, which houses
50,000 employees - more than
three times the population of
Murray.
New York City building
and fire officials said they
may
consider
new
regulations that would
require such things as
backup generators to be
situated farther from
primary power sources,
according to the March 5
issue of USA Today.

POUCEBEAT

Being safety-conscious in
the design of the building
kept the building from
tumbling down due to the
explosion, the article said.
"The towers themselves
sustained little structural
damage, in part because of a
crucial design decision in
the original plans that kept
the parking garage from
being placed right under the
towers."
The city of Murray is also
considering other safety
measures that would include
the University, such as
building a new frre station
closer to the University that
would house the· new truck,
Cherry said.
"If we could get a f"ue
station closer to the
University, we could get
there quicker with a little
better response time because
this truck is something you
just don't drive down any
narrow street," Cherry said.

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------exemptions for students who were: a baccalaureate degree
In other business, the
·REGENTS

have to leave in December.
Bike locker rental fees will
be increased to $25 per
; f Frank Julian, faculty semester next year. There
. regent, was also opposed to will also be an international
the increases. He said student workshop fee.
The Board approved a study
during
the
Board's
• committee meetings last of a student fee committee.
Friday he was concerned The committee would give
wit.h the move toward having students the opportunity to
· the student activity fee pay help decide how stu dent
activity fee money will be
: for everything.
• "The fee shouldn't cover spent.
Julian said the student
1: everything, it isn't supposed
' : to,'' Julian said. "The activity fee is not really for
: University is obligated to students, it is a way to
: provide services to students." · increase tuition. He said the
: Housing deposits will be University cannot up tuition,
; increased from $50 to $75 in but it can increase fees.
President Ronald J. Kurth
• the residence halls and from
: $75 to $100 in College Courts said students do carry much
IJ for the 1993-94 school year. of the burden.
"We are transferring the
The Board also decided to
change the length of the cost of a public university to
)lousing contracts students the students," Kurth said. "If
• 1 sign each semester from one we had alternatives I would
semester to the entire school certainly lead the charge in
11
year.
it."
w. Paula Hulick, director of
The Board voted to
- housing, said the change will eliminate two academic
help stabilize occupancy in programs
from
the
0 the nresidenee •halls. Hulick
curriculum.
did say there will be
The programs eliminated
Continued from Page 1

j ,..

$.. ,rr

in r ehabilitation services
and an associate degree in
occupational safety and
health.
Students were given ample
time to finish before the
programs were eliminated.
Th e athletic department
will be adding a women's
golf team to its roster next
year.
The Board had originally
planned to add softball after
the NCAA said Murray State
had to have another sport for
wom en.
The switch was made for
financial and practical
reasons.
If softball came to Murray
State, the University would
have to recruit from out-ofstate due to the lack of fast
pitch softball in Kentucky.
The operating costs for golf
would be smaller than that of
softball.
The projected budget for
softball is $115,110, which
includes the construction of a
ball field and the cost of
maintenance. The projected
budget for golf ie $37,610.

Regents also rescinded a 2
percent pay cut that faculty
and staff underwent last
year.
The Board also approved a
new incentive grant program
over the objections of
Logsdon and Regent Wells
Lovett.
An amendment, proposed
by Logsdon that called for the
University to continue styi.ng
the incentive grant program
with
more
stu dent
involvement, failed. Those
Regents who voted for the
amendment
included
Logsdon, Julian, Lovett and
chairman James Butts.
The Regents approved a
new health insurance plan
that
now
requires
copayments for dependents
and spouses of University
employees. Julian cast the
only opposing vote to the new
plan.
The Board also approved
new tuition rates set by the
state Council on High er
Education. Voting against
the tuition hike were Julian
and Logsdon.

March 8.

11:59 p.m.- An alarm sounded at the Clara M. Eagle Art
Gallery. Albert Sperath responded to secure the area.
Everything was reported ok.
12:14 a.m. - A back door was found unlocked at Elizabeth
Hall. The door was secured.
12:15 a.m. - Elevators in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
building were reported not working. Central Plant was
advised.
11:11 a.m. -A fire alarm was set off by .a student cooking
in Clark Hall.
March 9.

2:53 p.m. - Roger Reichmuth reported the theft of a com·
puter terminal from room 331 of the Fine Arts building.
4:11p.m.- Silver paint was reported spilled in a restroom
at Johnson Theatre.
5:40p.m.- An auto accident was reported on Payne Street.
No injuries were reported.
9:25p.m. -A Murray State student advised that he had
been threatened by a non-student at Racer Arena. The situation is under investigation.
March 10.

2:20 a.m. - South Central Bell advised that they were
working on the phone system.
5:31 a.m. -Murray Police Department advised a sheep was
at 16th and Main streets. Eldon Heathcott took the sheep
back to the farm.
March 12.

12:24 a.m.- A housing rover found the North door to Rich·
mond Hall unlocked.
10:49 a.m. - WREZ radio station reported the theft of a
license plate from their vehicle.
March 13.

1:40 p.m. - Boy Scouts of America alarm sounded.
Everything was reported ok.
•
5:04 p.m. - Residents of 805 College Courts reported a
heater not working. Central Plant was advised.
March 14.

5:35 p.m. - A burst water line was reported at Fine Arts
Building. Central Plant was 'advised.
6:12p.m.- A light fixture was reported knocked down at
the pedestrian mall and Blackburn Science Building. Central
Plant was advised.
March 15.

12:11 a.m. - A fll'e alarm sounded on the eighth floor of
Regents Hall. The smoke detector was reset and found ok.
1:54 a.m. - A fire alarm sounded on the third floor of
Woods Hall. The smoke detector was reset and found ok.
9:15 a.m. -White Hall reported the possible theft of a VCR
from the office. The situation is being investigated.
2:22 p.m. - A fire alarm sounded on the third floor of
Regents Hall. The smoke (ietector was reset and found ok.
5:56p.m.- A water leak was reported in room 212 of White
Hall. Central Plant was advised.
~lll!Jffi

•

March 16.

3:25a.m.- A Murray State rodeo student was beaten up at
the Expo Center. The student refused medical treatment and
the situation is u_n der investigation.

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
Herb Banks, assistant sports editor, from materials available
to the public at the public safety office.
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Bar-B-Q

DeUcloua Wckory-8moked Bar-B-Q

2 for $5.99 Lunch Buffet

or
2 for $6.99 Dinner Buffet
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I.
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1
I

•

I

BUFFET SPECIAL$:
2 all-you-can-eat
99 1
I
lunch buffets
1
.JI

•Drinks not tncluded - spedal good through s-28-99

L------------------------r-------------------------,
1$>
BUFFET SPECIAL$:
:
1
I

2 all-you-can-eat
Dinner buffets

$6

•Drinks not included - spedal good through s-26-99

99

L-------------------------

1

Qleck out Jl'rlday a: Saturday Nl&bt Buffet

TJ's Special806 Chestnut St.

Large Hamb urger, Fries & Regular Drink
ONLY $2.59

THE PlACE AINT FANCY Bl1l' SBO 18 GOOD I'OODI

Sunlllll Boulevard llualc

17 Dixieland Center on Cheetnut Street
Ju•t 1 Block From MSU Dorm•l
" - ..__..., • - - . , _
....._, 7u.otta

$1
OFF
Any Cassette Tape

$20FF
Any Compact Disc

·-BKplna 4-2-93
Your A!WA.PI'£
• 't 11• •f 0 • C. Stereo Specl•lat- Cuatom lnatallaflon

t Coupon Good To.rda PlnhaM of ,..._ Pltold .......,._ Olllr. Not Vliet Ill OoiiiiMIIDn Will Oller ........ Di1oo1111a or otiiN.

:

.I

Lunch Buffet: Monday tbru Saturday, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.: Sunday. noon-2 p.m.
Dinner Buffet: Monday thru Sunday. 5 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Must present coupon when ordertng.

Delivery Special:
Large, 1 Topping for $6.99

ll.'
.

Congratu{ations to our Order of Omega
• • •
tntttates

Jennifer tBraswe{{
rr'reva ~nser
tJJiana !M.c(jregor
'Tammy 'Trent

I

II

Love, tlie Sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma
Chestnut Street

r
'e
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753-6656
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Food industry
makes changes
• With the health trend, food companies will
want to claim that their products are
nutritious, but they should be cautious.
By AMY WILSON
Campus Life Editor
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Economy opens jobs
• With the ahlft In
wealth and Income,
the middle class has
been shrinking. This
trend Is especially
clear among people
under 30, who for the
first time In our history
do not have a higher
standard of living than
their parents.

more job poaaibilitiea in the
future are health care and
engineering.
Professionals who work in
various aspects of the health
care field make up one
eighth of the national
economy. On the down side,
health care costs that made
up 13 percent of the deficit in
1991 will grow to an
estimated 23 percent in 2000,
according to Newsweek.

By PENNY RIDENOUR

It is still unclear how the
Clinton
administration
If you spend most of your plans to revamp the health
time in Mason Hall or the care system in America. But
Martha Layne Collins Center regardless of this, more
for Industry and Technology, professionals are needed to
chances are your vocational deal
with
an
aging
future is fairly secure, if population.
current projections on the
"I don't know how the
economy are correct.
picture will develop," Morris
Mike
Morris,
unit said. "It could have a great
coordinator for the Kentucky bang in western Kentucky."
Department for Employment
Morris said the recession
Services, said two of the
fields most likely to open has not hit western Kentucky
Reporter

as hard as the reat of the
country because the region,
as a whole, is smaller and
rural. There are a multitude
of jobs in this area, but for
the most part, they are not
high-paying jobs.
"I expect a large growth in
the economy," Morris said.
But the exact cost of that
growth is uncertain. u.s.
News and World Report
analysts said no attempt to
cut the deficit at all would
result in a slowing in
economic growth from 2.8
percent to a 2.3 percent
growth
and
the
unemployment rate at 6
percent.
On the other end of the
scale, in order to cut the
deficit by $150 billion in four
years, it would cost a
whopping $42 billion in
defense cuts, a 30 cent
gasoline
tax
and
abandonmel"'t of $110 billion
in federal investments for

edu.cation and infraatructure.
These
would
limit
spending for inner cities,
college students and other
social programs.
In any case, money
management is a primary
concern of college students
and graduating seniors.
Financial planner Collin
Somersall listed tips in
Blaclt
Enterprise for
enacting a personal budget.
He said to give your
fmances a "fiscal physical"
by writing down every penny
you spend in a month to see
where your money is really
spent. Excesses can be
trimmed from that figure.
Also, try to build an
emergency reserve of three to
six month's income by
alloting an amount from
each paycheck and try to pay
the balances on credit cards
in full each month to avoid
costly interest rates.

Looking at food in the future is an important concern for
everyone because food is a necessity for life.
In order to meet the changes in society, the food industry
has undergone some changes that will affect the consumer.
One of the most significant changes is with food labela.
With the latest health craze, consumers are becoming more
concerned with what they put into their bodies. As a reault,
the Bush administration mandated that food labels should
truly reflect the product on which they appear.
For example, if a product makes the claim of haYing less
fat and calories, those figures have to appear on the can
where the consumer ean read them.
According to the book Trend Traclti716 by Gerald Celente,
people in the food business will be influenced by trends in
health.
"The trend toward natural foods is strong, and it will get
stronger," Celente said. "More and more consumers will
insist on knowing how the food was grown or raised and how
it was processed. A product that now claims to be 'all natural'
may actually contain artificial flavors and colors. chemical
preservatives or monosodium glutamate. However, 1ood
processors won't be able to get away with this.''
On the collegiate food service level, the new food label
mandates probably will not cause any direct changes.
"The main changes proposed by the Food and Drug
Admiliistration basically apply to retail consumers - we are
whole-sale buyers at Murray State," said Bill Benriter,
director of Murray State University Food Services.
However, Benriter said steps are being made to help the
students know what they are eating.
"What we have tried to do, and we are about a fourth of the
way through, is to label all of our entrees we serve as far as
caloric value and fat content," Benriter said. "The students
have asked for it.''
Another trend on the rise is the desire to stay away from
foods high in saturated fat and cholesterol.
According to Trend Traclting, producers of beef, chicken
and pork will respond by offering leaner meats. Althou~ the
demand for fish will rise, the supply Wfll fall beea1188 Of n
pollution.
Newcomers to the food scene are genetic or cross-bred foods,
which are artificially produced without some of the harmful
pesticides.
"We haven't yet implemented this into our food service
because it usually happens in the retail world first and then
we get them," Benriter said.
Produce is one area in which genetic foods can help.
"The produce we get now is still OK and we get fairly good
deals because we are close to Florida," he said. ."I think if
there is a possibility for us to try things that enhance the
quality and create a fresher, better-tasting product, we
certainly will."
When a new product enters the market, Benriter said it is
usually more expensive until other people start making it too.
"For example, when the low-fat dressings came out, there
was only one producer and the product was expensive,"
Benriter said. ''When more people started making the
dressings, the prices went down."
One thing Benriter said is popular on college campuses is a
trend to food courts similar to those found in shopping malls.
''We have plans to someday change to this because that's
what students want," Benriter said. "We are also trying,to do
the 'grab and goa' so students can eat when they want. The
old cafeterias are on the way out and the brand name
companies may soon come on campus such as Taco Bell or
McDonald's."

NeW administration examines health reform
By LIBBY FIGG
Reporter

Health care reform was a
major issue in the 1992
presidential campaign. With
health
care
costs
skyrocketing and many
Americans without health
in.s urance, voters sent Bill
Clinton to the White House
with a mandate for change.
While Americans must
wait several months for the

Clinton team to study the
issues and formulate a
proposal,
health care
professionals are still
pushing prevention, the old
remedy.
Louise Anderson, staff
nurse and health educator at
Student Health Services, said
many corporations have
established
wellness
programs
for
their
employees.

"They are hopeful that improved employee' relations
that's going to cut down on and higher morale.
Healthier
employee
costs," Anderson said.
lifestyles
are
cost
effective as
The idea is to encourage
well.
individuals to establish
According to a Murray
healthy lifestyles eo problems
State
University Wellness
such as heart disease and
Center
Proposal, one IBM
cancer are prevented.
wellness program team
Several other advantages equals the cost of one cancer
that many corporations have operation.
noticed as the result of their
"One of the things that we
wellness programs include are realizing is that
improved employee health, prevention is the most cost-

VIctims to trends - - - - - - - - • •
Learning how to follow trends, which are
definite, predictable directions or sequences
of events, can often help us to anticipate
change. Here are nine areas in which trends
shape the future:
•the media
• politics

•the family

~

Fasblon•s follies

The fashion industry sets many of the trends
in our society. From mini skirts to trapeze
dresses, clothing styles often reflect the attitudes
of the time.
However, some fashion designs have made
history, simply because they are thefirstoftheir
kind.
For example, the entrance of sportswear for
women in the 1970s created a more relaxed
look.
Story on page 9

• the military • education
• the economy • health
•the world

Source: TREND TRACKING BY GERALD CELENTE
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effective way of managing
health care," Anderson said.
"If we can all have a better
outlook and a better attitude
about taking care of our
bodies, then we will be able to
prevent disease."
Anderson said smoking
and obesity cause many
health problems among
Americans.
Changes in lifestyle;
increased awareness about

personal health and exercise
programs are some solutions
to these problems.
"If we can get people fit, if
we can get them off the couch,
if we can get them running
around the block, if we can
get people to choose carrots
over Hershey bars ... (then)
there are eo many things that
can be prevented if we will
choose healthy lifestyles."

Community forum

Writing prolect

A community forum to stimulate
discussion of environmental trends,
conditions and issues of statewide and
community importance is scheduled
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Louisville's
Stairways Building located at 626 W .
Main St.
The forum, •Kentucky's Environment:
An Agenda for Action," is sponsored by
the Kentucky Environmental Quality
Commission and the Jefferson County
Government.
For more information, contact Leslie
Cole at (502) 564·2150 or Bob Schindler
at (502) 574-8123.

As a writing project, the eight
members of Dr. Ida Ruth Plymale's
feature writing class (JRT 492) decided
to research the topics for this section.
Through interviews and trips to the
library, the class members chose to
examine important issues and what
changes could be expected in the future.
Also, the book Trend Tracking by
Gerald Celente was used to predict
some of the trends expected in the
future.
From fashion to medicine, the outlook
tor the future can be predicted...just by
looking at the past.
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Shoes add to wardrobe
Fashion Faux Pas?

• By PAMELA R. DIXON
Staff Writer

They complement the perfect
outfit and some women refuse
to leave home without them.
Thoughout the years, accessories have evolved almost
as much as the clothes they
accompany.
Today, accessories ru·e a vital
part to a woman's wardrobe
because they are both functional and decorative.
Shoes have undergone major
changes since the days when
footwear was only for daily living and not included as fashion.
The toes of shoes in the 1950s
were tapered instead of rounded and heels became narrower.
Medium heels also became acceptable for dress wear.
During this time, the popular
' penny loafe~r moccasin, was
introduced.
rn by teenagers,
the shoe gai d its name from
the strap across the vamp into
which coins were inserted.
One of today's standbys for
women is the pump. In the
1950s, ' at least two popular
styles of the pump were
introduced.
The slingback, or two-tone
shoe, was multicolored with a

Aside from innovations in clothing, designers created notable
fashion accessory items.
·
• 1963 deluxe over~the-knee alligator boots
• 1963 fishnet stockings
·
·
• 1967 Mary Jane pumps iDade with a nat heal, rounded toe and
a strap across the center
• 1972 9artier wristwatches
• 1980 Jellies sandals made of glossy rubber material in various
colors
II 1989 belt bags used to free hands and keep mone secure
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
Source: ANNA LEE GOLD

black heel and toe. The black
shell suede pump had low-cut
sides and a medium heel.
At a time when bigger was
better, wide belts were created
in 1958 to emphasize tiny
waists and to offer new dimension to clothes.
Another eye -catcher in '
fashion accessories is the
necklace. Through the years,
the necklace has been used to
express cultural diversity and
social status among different
groups of people.
Loise de la Valliere, the
mistress of Louis IV of France,
inspired the lavaliere pendant.
It is now worn as a necklace on
a fine chain, sometimes with a
precious stone.

The choker necklace fits
snugly around the base of the
neck. Today, many chokers are
made from strands of beads.
Revealing an opening for a
lock of hair or a loved one's picture, the locket is a chain
necklace first introduced between the 19th and 20th
centuries.
Whether they at·e natural,
cultured or simulated, pearls
were first worn by women of
elite social societies. Today,
pearls come in different lengths
such as opera, choker, matinee
and rope styles.
When handbags were first introduced, women had to carry
more than one to hold all their
things. Designers then began to

create bags to expand to fit
women's changing lifestyles.
The carpet bag, which came
out in 1957 after being used in
the movieAround the World in
80 Days, was a large satchel
made of heavy carpeting or
tapestry. The name for the bag
is derived from the carpet
valises people used to travel
with after the Civil War.
Knapsacks, which were made
of canvas or leather, were soft
and expandable army bags.
Also called backpacks, knapsacks were worn by hikers.
Young people in the 1960s and
1970s used them as school bags.
Gloves were a status symbol
for both formal and street wear
in the 1960s. First introduced
in the 19th century, gloves
were a sign of the gentry class.
Gloves were not used for protecting the hands or for playing
specific sports until the 1960s
and 1970s.
Glasses also took on new
forms and shapes when they
were first introduced.
Sunglasses, which were in·
vented in 1885, became popular
i·n the 1960s and 1970s.
Sunglasses traveled from the
beaches onto the streets.

Old styles hit fashion world
By PAMELA R. DIXON
Staff Writer

From thrift stores to designer
fashion salons, fashion leftovers are making a comeback
in a major way.
According to the book 90
Years of Fashion by Anna Lee
Gold, decade clothing design
has evolved from political and
social attitudes of earlier
generations to touch buyers of
the future. Clothing designers
of the future are adjusting their
ideas to fit the whimsy of their
audiences. Styles of the future
will combine the 1960s colors,
the 1980s technology and 1990s
prices.
Take the 1950s for example.
In dres~u a major trendsetter

During the 1980s, skirt
was the Paper Doll dress were known for changing the
created by Ann Fogarty in roles of women based on their lengths and evening dresses
rose above the knee, much to
1955. The dress was created clothing.
In the early 1970s, sport- the dismay of working women
along the lines of a child's
dress. The Paper Doll dress con· swear became a major trendset- who could not wear them. Suits
tained a bouffant crinoline pet- ter for women. Pants were were less constructed in the
ticoat under a short full skirt designed for evening weru·, 1980s, while pantsuits were upworn with a cinched belt that creating a more relaxed look. dated with jackets and
Sportswear could be both cardigans.
flared at the bottom.
Youthful fashions also made
In contrast, Cristobal Balen- dressy and casual, depending
their own statement with the
ciaga created a dress more on the mood of the wearer.
adapted to the female figure in
The 1970s was also a time for revival of the mini skirt, which
1957. He named it the "semi- youth-inspired attire. ln 1971 originated in the 1960s.
During the 1980s, many of
fit" because it is close to the hotpants were often worn with
the old standbys emerged.
body in the front, but straight short jackets and turtlenecks.
During the 1970s, work Jeuns, a cultural favorite, were
in the back with rounded and
clothes were also worked into worn slashed, cut out, frayed
shorter sleeves.
In the 1960s, vivid color pav- fashion. In 1972, denim and fringed.
ed a way for people to express overalls were worn by many
Oversized jackets and thick,
their feelings of friviolity.
teens.
clunky shoes were also part of
The 1980s brought a shift the youthful attitudes toward
While the 1960s were known
.:Jfor bright colors, the } 970s . toward
femininity
for women. . fashion.
J
•

Health, fitness
trends change
By ROBIN CARTER
Reporter

Health and fitness trends often come and go before
many people ever give them a try.
What about the trends of the future?
Some of them may be around for years to come.
"In this area what is catching on is the importance of
being fit as a preventative measure," said Scott Overby,
co-owner of Body Elite.
The idea is that the healthier people become, the higher
their resistance to illness will be.
"More people will see this as a viable opt.ion in the
future. More employers and corporations will require
some type of fitness program for their employees,"
Overby said.
The ways in which people can get fit are changing, too.
"The future is moving away from high-impact
activities, such as running, to things less stressful on
joints," Overby said.
A 1990 Gallup telephone survey of 1,000 adults found
that walking was the number one exercise. ·Running was
number five behind weight lifting, cycling and aerobics.
Playing ball came in sixth.
"A lot more people are walking now because they
realize heavy-duty exercises are tougher on their joints,"
said Em.rika Padua, executive editor of Prevention
magazine.
"Any kind of aerobic activity, which is anything that
stimulates the cardiovascular and respiratory syktems,
mixed with light resistance training three times a week
creates a good total body workout," Overby said.
Because water eliminates impact on joints, water
aerobics is becoming a more popular method of aerobic
fitness.
Adults must often overcome a lifetime of inactivity to
become physically fit.
In the future, our children may have ~ advantage
over us in this area.
According to Educational Leadership; a new trend
beginning in schoo~s is to teach children to "make
positive health/fitness behavior changes that should last
a lifetime."
One program designed to do this is called "Physical
Best."
''In this proJt\m, students develop their own
individualized 'iifness programs, monitor their own
progress, and receive personal achievement awards as
they advance," according to Educational Leadership.
One of the main goals of such programs is to help
children grow into physically fit adults by teaching them
activities they can do throughout their li¥es such as
tennis and swimming.
The National Association for Sport and Physical
Education (NASPE) recommends that children in
kindergarten tJUough sixth grade participate in at least
150 minutes of physical education instruction per week.
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12TH ANNUAL TALENT SHOW

to tlie o{d officers ancf our
advisers.
~ou've done a wonderju{ job!
Love,
~our Sisters
The

Murray State News
is now taking applications for Fall
1993.
Th~ following positions will be open:
'r

NEWS STAFF:
News Editor
Campu8 IJfe Editor

..•
...

Viewpoint Eclltor

Graphlca Editor
Arts and. Entertalmnent Editor

Aaatatant News Editor
· Asal8tant Campwt Ufe Editor
Assistant Sporte Editor

Photo Editor
Copy Editor

Staff Photoataphera
Staff Wrlten
Editorial Cartoonlat/ Wustrator

ADVERTISING STAFF:
Advertising Manager
Assistant Advertlaln& Manager

Sales R.ep%aentativee
Production .AsaJ.stanta
Buslneu Manager

.

J

PICK UP YOUR APPLICATION IN
WILSON HALL, ROOM 111
· 'Applications are due by March 31.

7p.m.
Tuesday, March 30, 1993
Curris Center Stables

Prize Money!
"Trust in the Lord with
all your heart."

Congrat:u{ations to tlie
r;Beta Plii's
on initiation Cast sem-ester
Ji{{fBrady
Miclie{fe 'Braafey
Ji{{ 'Brewer
Pam 'Bucy
!Rft,onda Co{yer
.9lmy 'lJraper
S lie a 'Dwyer
.9Lngefa graves
l£{izabetli !J{af{oran
!llmy !J{argrave
!llnge{a 9laywood
1fo{{y Jlite .

Stacey 9-fawfjns
fJJanie{{e ~an
9{eatlier 9-{utfson !J{o{{y Scott
'Becky Isaacs
Meena Sliams
Jennifer JenKins Connie Stee{y
Ttna Jolinson
(jenaStee{y
!l(risti Jones
'E{fen Sweatt
:Je{isfia Lamb
~ren tTroutman
~becca Mackay
Lori Waf~r
Cliristina McCune Jenny Wo/i{{eb
Sliannon Mi{{er Leigfi Ylnne Woofey
!llmy Morefie{d 1Jetli Worktnan
Laure{ 1{ipfey
Leali Wrigfit
--Vanie{{e ~bins

Love, tlie Sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma
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JFamily

•

roles differ

"I don't think it will ever go
back to 90 percent of families
being traditional."
One cause of this major
change
in
family
relationships itt a more
permissive society.
"Young people are growing
up with less commitment of
any kind," said Rutgers
University sociologist David
Popenoe, author of Disturbing
the Nest .
Why this difference? This
is a question many people
are asking themselves.
Recent studies and polls
have shown the younger
generation is· refusing to
grow
up
and
take
responsibility in the areas of
sex,
love ,
marriage,
education and work.
According to a 1986 Harris
survey, 57 percent of today's
adolescent boys and girls
have had sex before age 18.
By the time they reach their
mid-20s, many no longer
regard sexual relationships
as a matter of values or
commitment.
After experiencing sex at
such early ages, many opt for
cohabitation, or a living
together arrangement, that
allows a commitment to be
created, but they are not
actually committed.
Cohabitation is on the rise
and half of all men and
. women in their 30s have

• Among married mo·
thers, there Is what
looks like a trend of
back to the family--a
family In which the
roles of men and
women have become
more f lexible.

·~ SHERRY PURDOM
Reporter

Nothing lasts forever.
Many of our grandparents
are shocked and appalled
t hat the traditions of no Be%
before marriage and staying
married to the same person
until "death do you part" are
dis appearing from our
society.
Instead, a variety of family
relationships are replacing
lhe t raditional roles. These
i n clude
never-marri ed
m othe rs ,
single-parent
families (mother or father) ,
.step families, cohabitating
couples and gay and lesbian
families.
t The days of the deep-rooted
morals and values may still
,be hanging on by a single
thread because of the AIDS
epidemic, but AIDS will not
,bring back the traditions
favored by our ancestors.
• "I think there will continue
to be a variety," said Dr.
Teryl Walters, assistant
professor and chair of the
.home econo.mics department.

March 19, 1993

Recycling plays vital role

cohabitated before marriage.
Walters said different
areas of the United States are
more accepting of some
arrangements than others.
"There~ are some areas that

are more accepting of
gay/lesbian relationships
than others," she said. "I
have read material on such
states as California that
addresses this issue. I am
not picking on any one state,
I am just using this as an
example."
Just because times are
changing and many more
types of family relationships
exist does not necessarily
mean they are abnormal.
In fact, many of these
family relationships are
probably more functional
and healthy than families
that are dysfunctional.
Families
that
are
dysfunctional and stay
together for the sake of the
children produce more
strained atmospheres for
children.
"Today there are only 11
percent of families who have
their actual biological
parents," Walters said.
"Step-families can be as
productive and functional as
families where the children
live with their biological
parents."

By JEFF DREWS

the only products recycled by Murray State.
Yard waste such as grass clippings and
leaves are also recycled.
Harper said recycling is very important.

Staff Writer

Imagine a future world with few trees for
oxygen, no natural resources for energy
and polluted waters from which to drink.
Also keep in mind the food sources are
polluted with chemicals and radiation.
Scared?
According
to
the
Kentucky
Environmental Quality Commission's
newsletter, an estimated 80 percent of
Kentucky's wetlands have been destroyed.
In fact, less than one-half of 1 percent of
Kentucky's 25.8 million acres remain in
their natural condition? Not to mention·
that more than 500 of Kentucky's plants
and animal species are considered rare.
Interested in conserving materials to
help save Kentucky and ita inhabitants?
One way people can help preserve the
environment is by simply recycling
products which are recyclable.
Wayne Harper, associate director of
building
services
and
ground
maintenance, defines recycling as an
industry designed to aide in the
preservation of the environment and its
popUlation.
Harper said it takes an attitude of
saying resources are limited and should
be used and re-used to their highest
potential.
Murray State University is a very active
recycler.
"Since November of 1990, we've recycled
over 100,000 pounds of white office paper
and computer paper," Harper said.
Murray State has also recycled 8,000
pounds of aluminum cans.
Paper and aluminum products are not

"We are at a point population wise,
where we are a detriment to the
environment," Harper said. "Now we
need to adopt the necessary attitude and
take advantages of our opportunities."
"We have to buy things which are
recyclable. Manufacturers should be made
to use recyclable products," said Ray
Langston, owner of Green Earth
Recycling.
·
Not only will recycling cut down on our
use of natural resources, but it also saves
those resources for our future generations
to have.
Langston said profits could be made
through recycling, but would depend on
supply and demand.
"The recycling value of al~
.~ um cans
has ranged from 17 cents to 58 ents this
year," Langston said.
Unfortunately, glass and plastic are not
recycled at all recycling centers because
the market is not as strong.
Green Earth Recycling does not recycle
glass or plastic. More importantly, it does
not recycle paper because of a lack. of
marketing opportunities.
"There is not a market for plastic, paper
and glass because there is so much of it,"
Langston said.
"If we saved one tree a week, it would be
worth it in the long run," Langston said.

Future medical care consideration needed
Care of aging parentS falls upon adult children
•
Health costs will
, rise faster than the
rate of inflation and
policies
will
be
unaffordable
for
people who are not
covered
by
their
employers.
By JENNIFER STEWART
Staff Writer

Every college s t udent
k nows planning for the
fu t ure
is
of utmost
• " importa nce when entering
'l into the professional world.
0

•J

..

~~

Present ly,

the

aver a ge

lifespan • of men is 71 years
and 79 years for women .
According to the Census
Bureau, in only 10 years the
life expectancy will jump to
74 years for lllen and 82
years for women.
These r,ises in life
expectancy
will
be
accompanied by rises in the
cost of medical care.
Old age seems to be so far
away right now; but if
younger people do not plan
now, this lack of preparation
may be detrimental to their
health in the future.
The annual expenditures

for health care of people aged
63 to 69, today, is three times
that of people in their 20s and
308.

We can only guess at how
much the cost will be when
we reach age 63.
Studies show that 22 percent
of those people earning
$10,000 a year or less are in
poor health; only 4 percent of
people ea.rninr $,0,000 or
more a year are in poor
health. Therefore, it is safe to
say that money is a key
factor in proper medical
care.
For older Americans, an

average hospital stay will
last two weeks.
People over the age of 65
are likely to make around
five viaita to a hospital per
year. A hospital room alone
can coat $200 a day - not to
mention medications and
other specialized necessities.
So what do all these
numbers have to do wi
young, healthy college
students?
Every person must plan
now or at least think about
how he or she will pay for the
unforeseen health problema

which everyone knows come people aged 65 to 74 live at
with the territory of older home with the help of their
age.
families .
Additionally, we must also
Though this may seem a
be aware that when our
depreasing
topic to add.rese at
parents reach their older such a hopeful
and happy
years, they may not be able to time in our lives, if we act
afford proper medical care.
now we will not have to
The responsibility may worry in the future.
very well fall upon us to take
We can all begin by eating
care of our aging parents.
properly and keepina in
The vast majority of the shape. If we do this, our need
American public believes for rigorous medicat care in
that adult children should the future is likely to drop
asaume the responsibility of considerably.
their elderly parents. Today,
Each person can and
more than 10 percent of should do this starting today.
..
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Congratulations to the
Brothers ofSi~ Chi
on yet another suooessful

'

0

Derby Days!
We had a great time!

Xfl,ra 'Betli 'Boyer

IF YOU WANT TO MAKE IT
IN THE REAL WORLD,
SPEND A SEMESTER IN OURS.

Murray Launtfry Center

WHEN:

WHERE:

l

PICK-UP
Monday

2 p.m. Hart
2:30 p.m. Clark
3 p.m. EUzabeth

Wednesday, March 24
6:00pm
Industry a: Technology AudJtorlum

Tuesday

2 p.m. Richmond

Attendance at this presentation is required
to interview for tht> Suuuner/FaU '93
College Program. Interviews wW be

For more info rmation
Contact: Cooperative Education
A Placement
Phone:
762·2906
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Wednesday

2p.m. Woods
2:30 p.m. Whlte
3 p.m. Regents

Thursday

2 p.m. Hester
3:30p.m. Woods
2:30p.m. Man1ed 4 p.m. WhJte
Housing
4:30 p.m. Regents
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3 p.m. 16th & Olive

3:30 p.m. Richmond
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4:30 p.m. Springer
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3:30 p.m.'Hart Hall
2:30 p.m. FrankUn 4p.m. Clark
3 p.m. Springer
4:30p.m. EIJzabeth

h eld on Thursday. Man:h 2S. TI1e
following maJors are encouraged to
atte nd . SUMMER-Ousiness,
Commurucation, Rt:creation/Letsure
Studies, Hospitality/Restaurant Mgmt.,
Travel & Tourism and TI1eatre/ Drama.
PALL-All majors welcome.

.. ...... ,.~-~ ...

On campus Pick-up & Dellvery
Laundry Service & Dry Cleaning
Laundry service so• lb. $5 minimum

World Co.

Walt Disney World Co. representatives will be on campus to present
an mfonu3tion ~ss1on for Undergrad uate Students on the Walt
Disney Worlc.1 SUMMER/PALL '93 CoUege Program.
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3:30 p.m. Hester

4 p.m. Man1ed Hous.
4:30p.m. 16th & Olive
Next to MSU Security

Friday

For exact location or more information
call 759-2570

Limited time only
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TS & -ENTERTAINMENT
He's black, he's white
By ANDREA JONES

REVIEW

Staff Writer

By ANN MARIE SMEDLEY
Reporter

Portraying M alcolm X
may have garnered Denzel
Washington an Academy
Award nomination, but
another actor brought his
interpretation of the slain
civil rights leader to Murray
State.
Darryl Van Leer gave a
dramatic reading on two of
Malcolm. X' s
speeches
Monday at 7 p.m. in th·e
Curris Center Ballroom.
Van Leer, a graduate of
Western
Kentucky
University, has appeared at
comedy clubs such as "The
Comic Strip" and "Catch a
Rising Star,'' and played the
part of a groundskeeper in
the film A League of Their
Own.
For the past 13 months he
has . been
performing
dramatic readings of Martin
Luther King Jr., Frederick
Douglass, Nat Turner, and
Malcolm X.
"I'm trying to educate the
black society that we have
something to be proud of,"
Van Leer said.
His dramatization, called
"Rated :
Malcolm
X,"
included two speeches. The

Amos and Andrew, a new comedy from
Columbia Pictures, is an entertaining
and interesting depiction of the stereotypes
associated with members of both the black
and white races.

first speech was "Message to
the Grass Roots" and the
second was "The Ballot or
the Bullet."
The idea behind Malcolm
X's "Grass Roots" speech is
that there is no such thing as
a non-violent revolution .
What causes revolution is
land and the American,
French,
Russian
and
Chinese revolutions were all
used as examples.

The film gives the audience a
sometimes serious, sometimes hilarious,
look at society's misguided views of black
men as dangerous criminals and white
men as pillars of a well-balanced
community. Amos and Andrew uses a ·
humorous approach to dealing with race
relations.
Nicholas Cage and Samuel Jackson star
as the mismatched duo.

The idea behind Malcolm
X's "The Ballot or the Bullet"
is
Black
nationalism.
Malcolm X believed that
blacks should control the
politics and economics of the
black community and that
blacks needed a self-help
program.
In a question and answer
aft e r
the
dramatization, Van Leer
said all the characters he
portrays play an important
part in history.

While he is hooking up his stereo at
night, Andrew's neighbors report a
burglary to the police. They assume, just
because he is black, that he is a dangerous
robber.

Some of the
views
expressed by Van Leer's
characters do not necessarily
reflect his own beliefs.

Dabney Coleman plays the police
commissioner who happens to be running
for re-election. His officers arrive on the
scene and shoot at Andrew. Once he
discovers that Andrew is not a burglar,
but a new resident in the house, Coleman
develops a plot to cover up his mistake.

"I am an actor, not a
teacher," Van Leer said.

~«XV!

The police automatically see the
protestors as a violent threat and try to
force them to leave. The actions of both
groups are overexaggerated to portray
them in a humorous light. In the end, they
actually hurt Andrew's cause more than
they help it.
There are plenty of laughs to go around.
The most humorous aspect of the movie,
however, is the characters of Amos and
Andrew.
The sophisticated black man and the
risque, uncouth white man make an
interesting pair. It gives us a chance to
laugh at the prejudices we stack up
against persons of different races. But the
film does so in the form of a comedy
which makes the message more a~dtil~:
and perhaps more effective.
._
-.t:.
Amos and Andrew is a tril.Ul\P.h ~ for r
society and just a darn funny mQ~~er

Enter Amos, played by Cage, the risque
half of the duo . Amos is in jail for

Van Leer did say that the
cause of prejudice and
racism is ignorance.

HunterS.
Thompson,

Another stereotype is enhanced instead
of struck down in Amos and Andrew .
This stereotype is that of the black civil
rights activist.
Once
A~drew ' s
friends back home find out his plight, they
organize a demonstration on the island.
They come preaching from the Bible and
cursing the white men on the island.

Jackson plays Andrew, a sophisticated
Nobel Prize-winning playwright. Andrew
has moved to an island filled with
wealthy individuals in an attempt to
escape racial prejudices. However, he
finds that prejudice runs deep in this tiny
community.

s e s s i on

by KRIS LAWRENCE

Arts and Entertainment Editor

numerous crimes including contributing
to the delinquency of a minor.
Coleman offers to wipe Amos' police
record clean if Amos will pretend to be an
armed robber holding Andrew hostage.
Seeing an opportunity, Amos accepts and
takes Andrew hostage.

'rrrn"(.') ,i

No need to 'lose your failh'
I

·Ten Stimmo'rie'Y.'s 'Tales delights

"Sting's new
By JANICE M. FULPS

·REVIEW

Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor

Sting.
His name alone has a certain mystique
which creates interest in what he does.
However, Sting does not need to rely on his
persona to promote himself when he produces
albums of such high quality as T e n
Summoner's Tales.
Ten Summoner's Tales, Sting's latest
album, was released March 9 in the United
States.

contains that definitive Sting sound, which is
a hybrid of all sounds, tied together with his
raspy voice.
Sting does venture into a different style of
music on this album with "Love is Stronger
Than Justice (The Munificent Seven)." The
majority of the song, which demonstrates
Sting's sense of humor and storytelling
ability, has a country-western feel to it.
It's quite a shock to the system at f11'8t to
The title of the album refers to a summoner
character from Geoffrey Chaucer's "The hear Sting use a whiny drawl and a forced
Southern accent, but it quickly grows on you.
Canterbury Tales."
Personally, I don't see how any of the music The end of the song contains a be-bop jazz
relates to the title of the album, but then again, piano piece, something more fammar to longwhen does an album or song title ever make time Sting fans.
much sense?
"Fields of Gold", the token romantic song
on the album, is of the same style as most of
Coincidentally, 3ummoner is also related to the songs on The Soul Cages, yet it contains
Sting's given surname, Sumner, which more uplifting and positive lyrics.
evolved from the name of the archaic
"Heavy Cloud No Rain" is the "pop" tune of
occupation.
the
album. It sounds remarkably like "We'll
Ten Summoner's Tales is an upbeat, Be Together
Tonight," an earlier Sting song.
optimistic album with a wide range of
However, if you were to look just at the
musicality. The songs range from pop to blues
to jazz to rock and even to country-western.
lyrics, you would assume it to be a sad love
song: I asle my baby if there'd be some way I
Therefore, this album does not really fall She said she'd save her love for a rainy day I
into a particular category, yet it could fall I look in the sky but I look in vain I Heavy
into any given category.
cloud but no rain.
.... ' ....-s: - ..
The mood of the album definitely contrasts
~An
added
treat
on
this
album
is
"It's
Sting's last solo effort, The Soul Cages, which
Probably
Me,"
the
theme
song
from
the
movie
•
was very mellow, almost depressing, and
Lethal Weapon m.
,.
contained reflective lyrics.
Although there is a wide variety of music
Perhaps Sting's recent marriage is the
types
on this album, it is produced in such a
...
reason behind the light-heartedness of Ten
way
that
the songs flow together well and the
Summoner's Tales and songs such as "If I
changes are not abrupt.
Ever Lose My Faith in You."
P-. f
"If I Ever Lose My Faith in You" is the
This album is a must-have for long-time
~
debut radio and video release, and my Sting fans and would be a good starting point
personal favorite so far from the album. It for first-time listeners.
Pop Icon, Sting, poses for his new album cover.

.

. -
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Sunday's Segments
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The breakdown of how much time we spend reading the
Sunday paper:
more than
an hour

none
24%
25
minutes
or less
12%
Source: USA TODAY

\

1SOk

26-60
~--minutes

46%

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
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Summer Lights in Music City 1993,

~ Cantata by MSU choir

The Murray State University Concert Choir will
perform at 3:30p.m. Sunday, March 21 in the
Annex Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Admission is free and the public is
inv1ted.
The 36-member Concert Choir, which is under
the direction of Brad Almquist, associate
professor of music, will perform Johann
Sebastian Bach's Cantata 150,"Nach Dir, Herr,
Verlanget Mich" along with music faculty.

an annual festival celebrating the arts in
Nashville will take place June 3,4,5 and

6.
As part of the festivities, at-shirt and
poster design contest is being held.
Contestants may submit up to three
entries, but only one design per person
may be selected. The winning designs
will be produced In limited quantity to
be sold during the festival.
Entry information for the contest is
available from the Summer Ughts
headquarters at 201 Church Street
Centre Nashville, 37228.

3 p.m.· rise.
3:05 - Chivas Regal with the
morning papers, Dunhill
cigarettes.
3:45 - cocaine.
3:50 - another glass of
Chivas, Dunhill.
4:05 • first cup of coffee.
4:14- cocaine.
4:16 • orange juice, Dunhill.
4:30- cocaine.
4:54 - cocaine.
~:05 • cocaine.
5:11 -coffee, Dnnhms.
5:30 - more ice in the Chivaa.
5:46- cocaine. ,
6 - marijuana (to take the
edge off the day).
6:05 - Woody Creek Tavem
for lunch - Heineken, two
margaritas,
two
cheeseburgers, two orders of
fries, a plate of tomatoes,
coleslaw, a taco salad, a
double order of fried onion
rings, carrot cake, ice
cream,
bean
fritter,
Dunhills, another Heineken,
cocaine and, for the ride
home, a snow cone (a glass
of shredded ice over which is
poured three or four jiggers
of Chivas).
9 - starts snorting cocaine

seriously.
10 - drops acid.
11 · Chartreuse, cocaine,
marijuana.
11:30 - cocaine.
.'
12 - Hunter is ready to write.
12:05 - 6 a.m. - Chartreuse,
cocaine, marijuana, Chivas,
coffee, Heineken, Clove
cigarettes,
grapefruit,
Dunhills, orange juice, gin.
6 - the hot tub - champagne,
Dove Bars, fettucini Alfredo.
8- Halcyon.
8- sleep.

...

..

It seems that everything old
is new again.
For some unknown and
rather frightening reason, if
something was "with it" in
the '70s, it is back in the '90s
with a vengeance.
A fine example of this
phenomenon
is
s~lfproclaimed
"Gonzo
journalist" Hunter S.
Thompson.
'
The pop icon of the '60s and
'70s is now hotter than ever
and the subject of three new
biographies.
The best of these new books,
Hunter:The Strange and
Savage Life of Hunter S.
Thompson, by E. Jean
Carroll, is generating the
most publicity because of the
following chronology of a
day in the life of Thompson.

This regi.J;nen may or may
not be true, and I hope for Mr.
Thompson's sake it isn't. If
it is in fact true, Thompson
is the greatest medical
wonder since the Elephant
Man.
Regardless
of
the
authenticity of the schedule,
the book, a collection of
stories, anecdotes and quotes
from Thompson and those
who know him, is defmitely
worth reading.

Father of film
"D.W. Griffith: Father of Film" will be
shown on Kentucky Educational
Television at 8:00n:OO p.m. CT
Wednesday, March 24.
David Lewelyn Wark Griffith, who died
In 1948, was a Kentucky native known
as the first great movie director. He is
credited with elelevating film to the status
of art form.
Griffith's work which introduced the
world to the power of film was "The Birth
of a Nation," a film about the Civil War.
The film was admired for its
controversial content and its innovative
technical film production methods.
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Pianist honors composer
"The Songs of Franz Schubert," a program that is a
tribute to the Austrian composer, will be performed on
campus at 8 p.m., Monday, March 22 in Farrell Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
'l:'he concert, which is free and open to the public, is
bemg sponsored by · the College of Fine Arts and
Communication and the department of music.
The featured artist will be renowned pianist, J ohn
Wustman, who is a professor of music at the University
of lllinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Wustman is currently in the third year of a six-year
cycle of concerts honoring Schubert. The cycle is to be
completed in 1997, marking the 200th anniversary of
Schubert's death.
Some of Schubert's songs Wustman will perform
include "Forget-Me-Not", "Dame's Violets" and "The
Indignant Bard."

CHRIS THOMPSON'S WORLD

GONE MAD

SoN ~0~

#£ART'f.,.PA~.:Ty }/A~
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Week in Preview
• Cinema l nternatlonai.Ga/lipo/1, an Australian film, will be shown
at 7:30 tonight In the Currls Center Theatre. Admission Is free.
• Ci nema International. Europa, Europa, a German film, will be
shown at 7:30 p.m., Thursday, March 25 In the Curris Center Theatre.
Admission is free.
• UCB Movie. E.T. will be shown at 3:30 p.m., 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 24 In the Currls Center Theatre. Admission Is $1
for matinee and $1 .50 for evening shows to students wl1h MSU ID.

JOSHUA WILKES'

WHEELER

UP

• Ch oir Concert. The Concert Choir, conducted b y Brad
Almquist, will perform at 3:30 p.m., Sunday, March 21 In Annex
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Ane Arts Center. Admission Is free.
• Student Recital. Andrea Rudd will give her senior clarinet
recital at 8 p.m .• Tuesday, March 23 In Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Admission is free.
• Comedy Zone. A comedian will perfonn at 7:30p.m., Tuesday,
March 23 at the Stables restaurant In the Currls Center. Admission is
free.
• Lecture. John Hoyle of Texas A&M University will be the featured
speaker on school reform at 7 p.m., Thursday, March 25 at the
Wrather West Kentucky Museum. Admission Is free.
• Student Recital. Karen Wood will perfonn on flute and Berry
Kldd will perform on saxophone at 8 p.m., Thuraday, March 25 In
Farrell Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
s Center. Admission is
free.
•

- -- - - ----- - - ----------- ------ -- - -- ---- - ~
I
I

'Ierrapin Station
605 0 Cwe.St.
Murray, !ltD' 42071
753-9826

1

E:z:p. March 26

Daily Lunch Spedal $3.10
Sunday Buffet $5.15
Monda~ 11 a.m.-2 ~
11 ua.-2 '"..m.
. . ......e,~---Call for carry out orders and more Information.
We cater parties, banqueta & meetlnp
and can aeat up to 200 people

.. . ;

CD's
E:z:p. March 26

Hong Kong
Restaurant
Open 7 days a week
Sunday-Friday 11 a.m.-9:30 p.m. Saturday 4:30-9:30 p.m.

$2.off NEW& USED cassettes and
Mon-Frt 10a.m.-5:30p.m.
Sat 10a.m.-5p.m.

New

1
I

--- - ------ -- ------ ----- ----- - ----- ---- ~

WE
liope everyone made it liome
Hugh Glassy Smooth

Congratulations to the
1993-94 officers of
Alpha Sigma Alpha !

safe from tlieir Spring
tBrea/(§1

Light mue Skate floor
Approximately length
football field and
separate skateboard

President - Amy Ramage
Vice President - Stacey Corder
Secretary - Robin Hodge
Treasurer - Paula Pogue
Assistant
Burgess
Editor -

area w/ramps.
Also '1n-Line" skates.

WINI'ER HOUBS;
Thurs., Fri., Sat.,
7:30p.m.

Sat. and Sun. at 2p.m.
Beginners Sat. at 2p.m.

Breakfast Buffet
Saturday &: Sunday
7:00 a.JD. to 11:00 a.DL
.

Housing M~:lnj~~.:~7JU't'4.Jlu~me
Parlimentarian -Jennifer McConnell
Corresponding Secretary - Ashley Oliver
Activities Chairperson- Erin Mann
Standards - Amy Rushing
lntramurals - Amber Cunning ham
Songleader - Kelly J ones
Photos - Tracy Gargus
Panhellenic Rush Chairperson - Amy Rushing

$3.99 ea. includes drink

at McDonald's
107 N. 1 2th St.

753-5548

IT'S A GOOD TIME
FOR,__________________________________________________
THE GREAT TASTE
.___________

. Love, your sisters in Alpha Sigma Alpha
~
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SPORTS
Murray's March Madness
S hooters edge Just Hooping
By JEFF DREWS
Staff Writer

Why won't fans
from area favor
Murray State?
For the first time in the past
few years western Kentucky
basketball fans can root for the
University of Kentucky
without feeling guilty.
Murray State University did
not make the NCAA national
tourn.ament.
Not that area residents ever
felt guilty about pulling for the
Wildcats before. Maybe that is
where the problem lies.
Although I come from
Tennessee (don't get so smug,
Wildcat fans), I knew
allegiance to UK basketball
ran deep; my high school is
two miles from the border.
However, I never knew how
deep until I came to Murray.
It started when the debate
on why Steve Newton would
not play the Wildcats came up.
The rumor was he would not
play UK unless they came
" do~ here. I argued UK
refused because they feared
getting beat in small Racer
Arena.
I was quickly refuted when
fans told me there would be
more blue and white in Racer
Arena than there would be
blue and gold. And the blue
and white would not come
from Lexington.
I did not believe it.
Then I went to the new
~uper Wal-Mart in Paducah.
.Mrliat an insU.ltl Painted high
on the walls next the
entrances were Wildcat
emblems ... in the city that is
only 45 minutes from Murray.
Paducah is the same city that
sends good baseball players to
Murray!
Finally, the day of
confrontation came. It was at
the Racer Athletic Association
meeting after the University of
Tennessee had beaten the
University of Arkansas, coach
Scott Edgar's last home.
When Arkansas beat UK,
the same night Murray beat
the University of TennesseeMartin Edgar was quoted as
saying he got two wins that
~t(Arkansas'and

Murray's).
At the booster club's
meeting, a member taWlted
Edgar, saying they got a win
when Arkansas lost. A letter to
the editor even chastised
Edgar, saying he lived in
Kentucky now and should be a
Wildcat fan.
If only these fans defended
Murray so well. I doubt many
tears were shed when Murray
failed to earn a bid to the
NCAA. In fact, most western
Kentucky faruJ were probably
more worried about whether
UK was going to be a number
one seed.
It is just a slap in the face to
those who attend this
university located in western
Kentucky to see all the area
residents favor a university ·
four hours away, especially
when more players on
Murray's team come from
Kentucky than do UK's
players. .

After the horn sounded, the smiles filled the
glowing faces of the Sharp Shooters.
And why not? After all the pre-season
intramural cb.ampions, who at times looked not
so sharp, won the regular season title as they
out hooped Just Hooping, 36-35 in the
championship game.
Early in the first half, it was the Hoopers who
were doing the sharp shooting as they jumped
out to a 4-0 advantage, connecting on two of
their first three baskets.
But the Sharp Shooters would use their
pressure defense to force Just Hooping to miss
~ven consecutive shots.
The Sharp Shooters finally scored with 14:29
remaining and would take a 6-4 lead with 10:50
left in the first half.
But the Hoopers regrouped and went on a 104 run, which forced Shooters' coach, Leonard

Ben Gay Boys shut Loudmouths
By SCOTT NANNEY
Stall Wrltel'

Photo by JUD COOK

Players take aim during an intramural game earlier this sea~on.

Shabah wins title
Staff Report

In the men's competitive final, Shabah pulled away 48-37 over
Down By Law to stake their claim to the title.
It was a classic example of a game that was a lot closer than
what the final score indicated.
In the opening half, Down by Law exploded to an early 11~2
lead by draining five of their first seven shots and gra.l;>bing three
offensive rebounds.
"We took this team light and they made us respect them a
little more," said Dillard, a junior special education major from
Cadiz.
After a timeout, Donnie Dillard came out scoring aa Shabah
staged their comeback by using great patience, superb foul
shooting and protecting the basketball.
Patience on the offensive end allowed them to drain seven of
nine from the field over the finall2 minutes in the half.
Shabah, who did not miss a foul shot in the first half, got an
easy five points from the stripe.

The Ben Gay Boys emerged
as the champions of the Above
.500 division of the intramural
basketball league with a 57-42
triumph over the LoudmouthS
Tuesday night.
The Ben Gay Boys reached
the championship game with a
41-28 victory over the Retreads
in the semifinal round.
J.. In the semifinals, the Ben
~ay Boys maintained a slim
margin throughout the flrst
half and lead 18-14 at
halftime.
The Ben Gay Boys pulled
away from the Loudmouths
with a 6-0 rWl in the opening
minutes of the second half to
put away the game. Rob Cross
lead the Ben Gay Boys with a
game high 17 points while Pat
Daugherty paced the Retreads
with 16.
The Loudmouths stumbled
into the championship contest
after a grueling 55-50 victory
over the Colts in the other
semifinal game.
The Loudmouths came out of

Keasling retur ns as coach
By HERB BANKS
Assistant Sports Editor

Connie Keasling returns to
Murray State University after
a five-year abscence while
coaching girl's basketball at
Tennessee High School in
Bristol, Tenn.
Keasling left Murray State
in 1987, after she coached the
women to an Ohio Valley
Conference championship and
was named OVC Women's
Tennis Coach of the Year.
Keasling said it was hard for
her to leave the ladies she had
recruited because of the special
bond that had been created
over the years.
During Keaslin(s three year
stay as women's tennis coach,
Connie Keasling
she led her ladies to a 56-36
women's
tennis coach
record and also served as
women's basketball assistant coach," Keasling said.
"Pride and tradition have
coach.
Although Keasling was long been associated with the
coaching basketball in Bristol, women's tennis team, Keasling
she still kept in touch with her said.
This year's team, which is
ladies by writing and receiving
letters from the team.
comprised of one senior, four
"I'm really excited about juniors, one sophomore and
being able to return to Murray two freshmen, has impressed
State as women's tennis Keasling with their desire and

Wanna
Bet? - - - - - - - - - - - •
Despite Murray State's failure to compete in the NCAA. many area
schools have teams participating. According to sports analyst Danny
Sheridan, these are the odds these teams have against winning the
NCAA tournament:

•. -

~~

•Kentucky...........................5:1
,
a..
·
•vanderbilt.. ..................... 18:1 ~ -~ ~ ~ ~

: ~"::!~~~·K~~~cl:;.:·:::..-.2:',~ ~~ . • Evansville ..................750M:1
.. ~Tennessee State .......... 108:1
• Southern lllinols ........... 158:1
Source: USA TODAY

Smith, to take a time out.
Quickly the Shooters executed Smith's game
plan and tied the game 16-16 at halftime.
In the second half, the Sharp Shooters lived
up to their name. They connected on 50 percent
of their shots and forced Just Hooping into
shooting a dismal S6 percent.
But the Hoopera bad the seven point lead
early in the second half with superb foul
shooting. Anne Paul's rebounding allowed her to
get to the line to connect on four of six shote.
The Shooters refused to be outshot, though.
With 7:21 remaining, Carla Downey feathered
in a 15-foot jumper that tied the game at 31-31.
Over the next seven minutes, the Shooters cut
off the Hoopers, holding them to four points and
one field goal in 11 tries.
Just Hooping had one last chance to tie the
game at 36 with one second remaining, but ~ ·
free throw that could have lifted them up 1et
them down as it clanked offthe side of the rim.

~ ~ tiiJD
·
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GraphiC by HEATHER BEGLEY

re~gcoachsaid~rthe

tournament. "I saw some
positive things."
Lana Allcock, who has been
top seed in the doubles division
for the past two seasons, said
the team's outlook this year is
going to be optimistic, but
hopefully their new coach will
have some unity.
"At this point I feel the whole
team is in better shape then
we have ever been,• Allcock
said. "''f we keep working hard
and if we strive to achieve our
. full potential this year we
could bring the OVC trophy
home.•

March Sadness
No team in the Ohio Valley Conference has
ever won three games in a row to win the
conference tournament and the automatic bid
to the national tournament.
But that was the task that lay before Murray
State University's men's team March 6~8. While
strong wins thrusted them into the champion·
ship game against Tennessee State University,
the Tigers halted a miracle victory for Murray.
Jud Cook narrates 'he attemp with pictures.
Essay on page 14

lffl-t

Loadmouths in scoring with 13
points while Matt WaDs added
a pme high 20 points for the
Ccits.
The championship game
liwd up to ita name as the Ben
Gtry Boys and the Loudmouths
tr.ded baskets for most of the
fil'lt half.
The Loudmouths gained a
two~point advantage at 29-27
on a pair of free throws at the
end of the half.
The game stayed close for
about five minutes of the
second half, but the Ben Gay
Boys took control of the contest
on a layup with 15 minutes to
plly for a 33-31lead and never
loc*ed back on their way to the
5742 triumph.
Crou had 18 points to lead
the Ben Gay Bon. Jerrod
Billingsley also had 18 points
to Jead the Loudmouths.
-It was a real tough game.
They came out and started
hitting three-pointers: Cross
said. "We started the game in a
2-3 zone and switched to a 3-2.
Our defense was definitely the
key to the game."

Rifles edged out

eagerness to work hard in
practice.
*I'm curious to see how the
girla play in action,• Keasling
said before their Spring Break
tournament in Hilton Head,
S.C.
What she has seen is a team
that won three out of its five
matches
in
its
first
tournament, with Chris
Granacki winning all five of
her matches.
"We have a good start," the

~-...:....:....Rt\_C_ER_RE_PO_R_T_

the gate an fire by scoring the
game's first six points, but the
Colts quickly regrouped to tie
the score at 8-8 with 10:31
remaining in the first half.
The score stayed tight for
about four minutes until the
Colts caught fire from the
three-point line and jumped
out to a six point lead at 20-14
with 6:25 left in the half. ; 1
The Loudmouths answered
with a three-point basket of
their own on the next trip
down the court to sF
lead to three ponte. ·e o
held to a slim 27-24 advantage
at halftime.
The Colts came out and put
the first three points of the
half on the board with a.not.ber
three-point shot and looked as
though they would take over
t1i8 game, tiu""'tttii I:..Oiidmouth.B
came roaring back to tie the
game at 46-46 with a layup
and a foul shot.
The Loudmouths regained
the lead and pulled out the
victory with clutch free throw
shooting.
Rob
Ellis
lead
the

staff Report

Murray State University's
rifle team went to Virginia
FIRST TEAM
Military Institute, site of the
Beth Herzman
1993
NCAA
Rifle
~
Championships, with high
Kate Kelemen
expectations. They came home
alrrlfte '
with high anxiety, finishing
last in the seven-team field,
SECOND TEAM
the lowest ever in the 14-yearlance Goldhahn
old tournament.
•It's hard to put a finger on
just exactly what happened,"
HONORABLE MENTION
coach Elvis Green said.
Kate t<;el$men ·
Although they had a
amallbpre '
success~l season, ranking as
high as third in the nation,
Murray failed to hit the mark
during the event.
But that was typical of all the teams, Green said.
"There wasn\ any team that performed great,• he said.
The University of West Virginia took top honors for the
sixth-straight year. The University of Alaska-Fairbanks
finished second.
Though the team did not perform well, Kate Kelemen tied
for the best air rifle score, losing top honors by the number of
hull's eyes hit. She, along with Lance Goldhahn and Beth
Herzman, was named an All-American by the National Rifle
Association.
Although the team is at a low, Green said no one ia
counting them out for next year. Only one member,
Goldhabn, is leaving the team.
•':}.

Race r of the Week
Kate Keleman, junior from Livonia,
Mich., has been named Racer of the
Week by The Mu"ay State News.
Keleman led Murray Stata University's rifle team in both smat:bore and
· air rifle with scores of 1154 and 382
respectively.
Keleman was also named a first
team All-American in air rife and an
honorable mention in smallbore by the
National Rifle Association.
During the awards ceremony, Keleman also received an engagement ring
from Shawn Wells of Jacksonville State,
a fellow competitor.

Kate Keleman

,_ Murray State News
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The Murray State Racers opened the season with a 103--80
loss to Indiana in the pre-season NIT. After crushing
Campbellsville College, the Racers lost twice in the U.S. Air
Cellular Air Time Tournament. With a dismal 1-3 record and
an injured Frank Allen, the Racers defeated Evansville in
overtime 87-78. Their problems continued as they lost two of
their next three non-conference games. Finally the Racers got
on track and won three straight. All this came to an end at
the hands of eventual champion Tennessee State. The loss was
a wake-up call and the team responded by winning nine
consecutive OVC games until the Death Valley road trip,
which proved to be fatal as Murray State lost to Eastern an.d
Morehead. With a chance to tie Tennessee State for the title,
the Racers were beaten on senior night in front of a sell out
home crowd. Murray State would enter the tournament as a
third seed because of a late loss to Middle Tennesse State
University.
The Racers breezed by Austin Peay, 82-66 and outlasted
Eastern 74-73. In the championship, Tennessee State whipped
the Racers, 82-68 for the third consecutive time this season to
claim the OVC title.

Photo essay by
JUD COOK

The Racer bench watches
the season end
during
the final game.

Scott Edgar, left, talks with players during a tournament game.
Above, The Racers receive support from some unlikely places
In Rupp Arena as three UK students cheer on MSU. Right, a
Racer player goes up for a shot against Eastern Kentucky.

.

PLEASE RECYCLE
COUPON!

III

t ~~

A Full IJne ot Paint, Lwnbar, and Concntte Bloch
for 1bose Custom Shelf Unitsl

10% OFF tor MSU FACULTY and StUDENTS
• Excluded: Sales Items, Cash and Carry,
and Special Orders
Bei·Air Shopping
Center
759-1390

lloftfla,._,,.:!c;-7:3':u!!!.• 1 ~
.....,., 1 ...... . 4 p.m.
...., 1 p.& ... .....

A.'I'&"&"A&. . . . .u

NaR·onal
Coueg~

Magazine

Coming up
in April
• Special Earth Day laue

COUPON I

New Spring

'The

~

...

Throughout the store
'ESPE/E ' LfitU'lYE/1{

and other cosmetic counters

"Groundhog
Day'' (PO)

1203 Chestnut - University Square
Monday- Saturday 9 a .m.-5 p.m.

''Point of No
'Retum" (R)

Congr.atWationsto~

EX

for awesom.e ·

Derby Days! We

are having a great -.
time!
..
Love,
Alpha Delta P1

)

''Fire in the

Sky" (II(U3)
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SCOREBOARD
- - - Men's Basketball

SPORTS NOTEBOOK
Coach jumps at world indoor
Fighting a bout with a pneumonia-like illness, Tyrone
Scott, assistant track coach, finished 11th among 12 jumpers
in the finals of the triple jump at the World Indoor Track
Championships in Toronto Saturday.
Scott jumped 52 feet, 6 inches in the final, far off the
54-foot-10-inch jump that qualified him for the world
championships.
Scott, a collegiate jumper at the University of TexasAustin, came to Murray in November when Wayne Pate, an
assistant at Texas, was named Murray's head coach.

Hiort lifts Murray past USL
Pontus Hiort rallied from a 5-3 deficit in the first set to beat
Greg Wood of the University of Southwestern Louisiana and
gave Murray State University's men's tennis team its fourth
win Monday.
Hiort won the match 7-6 (8-6), 2-6 and 7-6 (7 -4) to raise Murray's record to 5-2. Murray opens its home season today
. !a~ai'ft$t Southwest Missouri State University.

....

& aulu of the OVC Toumoment pl4;yN al Rupp Arent~.
Thun day'a gaTM.
M~etaie Umftll'llity
Aa.tiD ~ State Uaiftnity

Rnult• of the NCAA R ifl• Championahipa a1 Virgina Military
Amellhgp
Air Bille
Weat Vqinia
4643
1536
Alaska-Fairbamka
46'.i6
1543
Air Force
41596
1526
Norwich
41588
1.529

•
•

lpdtyideel I,eedep

M8U 29-57 (.509), 3--9 (.S8S), 21-26 (.808); Teacu- 6-9, 0.0, 1-3, 18; Oumm. 6-10, 0..
2, 1-2, 13; Brown 4-7, 2-3, 4--6, 1-i; W"llaon 1-4, 0.0, ().(), 2; Hoard 4-6, 0..1, 2-2, 10;
Bailey 6-10, 1-2, 4-4, 17; CIUIDOD.1-3, 0.0, 2-2, o&; Buuell 04, 0-0, 2-2, 2; Allen 0..1,
0..1, S-3, 3; Walden 0-0, 0-0, 0-1, 0 ; Jamea 0..2, 0.0, 0.0, 0 ; Taylor 0.0, ().(), 2-2, 2;

Hum 1-1,0..0, o..o, 2.
APSU - 20-52 (.386), 3--16 (.333), 23-36 (.667); Ywlt 3--1-i, 2-9, 6-e, 1-i; Beck 2-4,0-0,
2-2, 6 ; Dupree 6-9,0..1, 8-10, 20; Frmklin 6-12, 1-2, 3-4,1-i; ~ 14,0..1, 1-2.
3; Kay 0..2, 0-0, 3-8, 3; Caabon 1-1, 0.0, 0.0, 2: JenkiDa 2-2, 0.0, O..S, o&; a.....,. 04,
0-3, ()..(), 0.
BALFTIME- MSU 86; APBU 23.
ASSISTS - MSU 17, Gumm 4, Bailey 2, Buaaell 2, Cmnon 2, Hoard 2,
Walden 2, Brown 1, Jamee 1, Teague 1.
.APSU 11, Meriwether 3, Franklin 2, Savqe 2, Beck 1, Dupree 1, Jenkin~ 1,
Ywlt 1.
REBOUNDS - MSU 86, Teque 7, Hoard 6, Bailey 5, Oumm 6 , Bua.tell 3,
Wilaon 3, Brawn 2, Allen 1, Walden 1, Team 2.
APSU 33, Beck 9, Dupree 6, Yudt 5, Key oi, Jl'ranklin S, Meriwether S,
Jenkins 2, Team 1.
TOTAL FOULS - MSU U , Bailey oi. Bl"'WWl 4, Oumm S, Cannon 2, Jamee 2,
Teague 2, Wilaon 2, Allen 1, Buuell 1, Hoard 1, Park 1, Walden 1.
.APSU 21, Meriwether 4, Franklin S, JenJdne S, Kay 3, Beck 2, Dupree 2,
Yu dt 2, Coebon 1, Savage 1.

.

• Johnny Reagan, coach of t he Murray St ate University
baseball team, announced Tuesday three of his players would
• be out for the rest of the season.
L1,1ke Jones, senior pitcher, and Mark Schr and, tiOphomore
outfielder, are out because of shoulder problems, while David
Potts, junior outfielder, is out with a broken hand.
Jones was expected to be the 'Breds' top starter but has not
seen any action this season.

Golf team finishes 12th
, Murray State University's golf team opened its spr ing
season with a 12th place finish at the University of New
Orleans Intercollegiate Mar. 9.
Murray shot rounds of 343 and 316, finishing 43 strokes
behind champions Northeast Louisiana University and six
strokes behind 11th-place Southwest Missouri State University. Eighteen teams compete in the tournament held in
Slide-ll, La.

Team to host rodeo
The Murray State Rodeo Team continues its hunt for a
birth into the Collegiate National Finals when they host a
rodeo Friday, Saturday and Sunday at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center. Action all three nights
begins at 7:30.
Teams from Michigan to Mississippi will be featured, with
a high school l'Odeo concluding the round-up Sunday.

Week in Preview
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Golf

gam~.
M~StaieUm..-.lty

Frid4y'•

& •ult• of tlw Uniu•rtity of New OrkCJM Inurcolkgiat~ Invitotio114l.
Day I
nu a
TcMI
Northeaat Louiaana
~
lm
613
Tul&De
819
D
628
Jacbon State
323
813
roG
Oral Roberta
:m
311
638

JwUylcbwl loecJm
MSU 25-45 (.666), 4-9 (.-444), 20..29 (.690); Bailey U , 1-2, 8-11, 17; Wilaon 1-6, 00, 0-0, 2; Teague 1-1, 0-0, 0-0, 2; Gumm S-4, 2-2, 1·2, 9; Cannon 7-10, 1-4, 4-5, 19;
Walden 0..1, 0-0, 2-3, 2; Bl"'WWl 2-5, 0..1, 2-2, 6; Hoard 3-4, 0.0, 3-6, 9; Buaeel13-6,
0-0, 0-0, 6; Jamee 1·2. 0..0, 0-0, 2.
EKU-20-48 (.417), 6-14 (.~). 27-36 (.750); Allen 4.-8, 0..1, 6-6, 13; Dola 6-8, 1-1,
7-10, 18; Hobnee 1-1, ()..(), 1-1, 3; JolmMD 7-17, 4-6, 6-7, U ; Brown o-3, 0..1, S-4, 3;
Divine 1-6, 1-6, 2-2, 5; A Brown 0.0, 0.0, 1-2, 1; Crettenc:lon 2-5, 0-0, 2-4, 6.

IIALFI'IME - MSU 38, EKU 33.
ASSISTS • MSU 8, Buaaell 8, Bailey 2, Walden 2, Gumm. 1.
EKU 11, Crittendon 3, Divine S, Do• 2, Johnlon 2, Holme~ 1.
REBOUNDS • MSU 29, Jamee 6, Cannon 4-, Hoard 4-, Bailey 3, Brown 22,
Wilaon 2, Teague 1, Gumm 1, Team oi
EKU 29, Crittendon 6, JobDHn 5, Allen oi, A Bl"'WWl 4 , C. Brown 3, Divine 2,
Doee 1, Hobnee 1, Team 3.
TOTAL FOULS - MBU 29, Teague 5, Jamee oi, Bailey 8, Brown S, Cmnon 3,
Gumm 3, Hoard 3, Buaaell 2, Walden 2, Wilaoo 1.
EKU 20, Crittendon 4-, Johoaon 4-, Dou 3, Holm• 3, Allen 2, A Brown 2,
C. Brown 1, Divine 1.

Saturd4y's gaTM.

••

Mun-qS.$8 Um..-.lty
Twme•ee S.te Umtwllity

Northweetem State

Nebruka
Iowa State
8outheut Miuouri State
Southern Miaaisaippi
Southweet MiaiiOUrl State

TSU 16, Watkins 7, Horton S, Rogera 2, Wileon 2 , Beaaley 1.
Rebowula-Mau 32, Hoard 6, Gwnm 5, Brown o&, CIUIDOD. 4, B.n.y 2, Bu.uell2,
Jam11 2, Teague 2, WU.on 1, Teem 4 .
TSU 36, Rogere 11, M. Wileon 7, Moore 5, Davia oi, Horton o&, Ruffin 2,
Beaaley 1, J onee 1, Watk.ine 1.
Total FoW.MSU U , Gumm o&, Teape o&, Buaeell S, Jamee S, Bailey 2,
Brown 2, Hoard 2, Allen 1, Cannon 1, Walden 1, Wilaon 1.
TSU 19, Moore 4-, Davil 3, Rogera S, Watkine 3, Horton 2, M. Wilaon 2,
Beuley 1, J onee 1.

Baseball
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Men's Tennis - - - -

...

Ruulu of the S outlu.ue_.,.
Louulana match.

s

,

53:

& •ultt of the Miami of Ohio m4tch.

Biort de.t Fagen

PlWp. def. J.....on

Zgola def. Bl'oob
Riehardaon def.

J~on

~

de£. Zinn
Baxter det Broob
Seltenricb de£.
l'recla JcU.oa
Klampe de£. Yubroucb

6-0, 3-6,
6-2
6-3, 6-,8

BaD def. Heincbon
Cnftoa def'. Cerejo

6-3, ~7.

63

Biort def. Wood

7-6 (8-6),
U , 7-6
(7-4)

1)rmH=
Pb.illpe-Zgola def

Bbt-Poon

S4

....

&tulu of the AAron malch.

Biort def'. Reeder
J...on def. Ramnath
BaD d ef. llewellyn

.,...,n

6-3, 6-1

de£ Patt
Broob de£. 8m.ith

7~6-2

7-6
6-4, 6-1
64,64
7-5, 6-1

J)gpH=

6-3, 6-2
7-6,7-5

J)gpH=

J..-on- Hawthorne de€.
Reeder - Ramnath
Biort • Poore d.er.
Llewellyn - Kroboth

J..__. Yaalaouehde£
Hechemy - Dyer

ScbaeCer - Dobnicker del.
.lllcJnt. Poore

6-(), 6-1

Predrica.oa def. Kroboth 6-1,6-1
YartJnnacb. def. Buff
6-3,6-2
Hawthorne def. Nelson
6-3,7-5

2-6, 7~

Fndrilmeon deC, Dyer
Ball def. Mc:Gu.mn
YarlJroach de£ Bebae£er

J9S
460

9-8

Klampe - Schwieper del.
Fzeclrldlraeou- Bawtbonloe 9.a

Biort de.t Heebemy

172
17181

6-4,6-4
7-6,6-7,

J......on • Yarbroach de£
ZiJm - Baxter
Fagen • Seltemich def.

...

Jlicwt.Broolra
YaalaOCJCia.Poon de£
Richarcb-HeiDchon
J--.Bawtboorne de£

7-5, U ,
6-3
6-4,7-6
64, 7-6

64

~

moteh .

100

001

3110
B
Ml
3t4
3110

&tult• of the Ecut.m &ntuclty

001

em

Nl

Ml

Wood-Thibodeauz

(XX)

twa

644

MSJllpdfyfc!vl 1-hg
BDOd&rua 82, 79, 161; Willon 85, 77, 162; Henaon 86, 79, 165; Coakley 90 81 171·
Robak 90, 86, 176.
• •
•

llalfttme- TSU 33, MBU 28.
Ault. MSU 13, Gumm 5, Cannon 2, Bailey 2, Brown 2, Buaaell1, Allen 1.

Murray State
Ole Miss

0
M2
EK2

319
312
3J6
318
818
319
311
314
324
332
34.1

H)

New Orleana
Centenary
Louia&na Tech
Delta State
Ark&Deu State
Nicholla State

3--8, 2-4, 17; Rosen 6-12, 0-0, 6-8, 16; JCJDM 0..1, ().(), 0-0, 0; Horton 4-8, 1-2, 6-8, 14;
Watkin~ 2-3, 0-0, 2-S, 6; Davia 7-10, 1-8, 4-4, 19; Beaaley 1-8, 1-2, 0.0, S; Ruffin
0.0, 0..2, 2-2, 2; D . Wilaon 0-0, 0-0, 1-2, 1.

Murray State
Ark8lllaa State

008
'S1l
008

3315

~State

M8U ~ (.383), 6-20 (.300), 16-20 (.800); Teque 3-6, 0-0, 1-3, 7; Oumm. 4-10,
2-5, 3-3, 13; Wilaon 3-4, 0.0, 0-1, 6; Bailey 1-7, o-3, 1-2, 3; Cannon 0-6, O..S, 6-6, 6;
Brown S-4, 2-3, 5-5, 13; Hoard 2-9, 0-0, 0-0, 4-; BuaeellS-5, 0.0, 0..2, 6; Jamee 1-1,
0.0, 0-0,2; Allen S-9, 2-6 , 0-0, 8.
TSU 27-55 (.oi91) 6-15 (.400) 22-31 (.710); Moore 2-6, 0-0, 0-0, 4; M. WU.on 6-12,

MUITay State
Arkansaa State

331
3315
SM
33&
832

McNetee State

lwlfyidplleederp

• Men's tennis. Southwest Missouri State University at Purcell
Courts, Friday, 10 a.m.
• Women's tennis. at Union University, Jackson, Tenn., Saturday,
10 a.m.
• Men's t ennis. at Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Saturday,
6 p.m .
• Baseball. at Middle Tennessee State University (doubleheader),
Murfreesboro, Tenn., Saturday, 4 p.m.
• Track. at Vandy Invitational , Nashville, Tenn., Saturday.
• Baseball. at Middle Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro,
Tenn., Sunday, 1 p.m.
• Women's Tennis. at University of Tennessee-Martin, Martin,
Tenn., Tuesday, 1 p .m .

l~&~~titut..

IISUJPciMtllllll RMulta
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Three
. players out for season

.

Rifle

9.a

~7

S4

Freclricbeoa - Ba'\IIP'tborne
del. Huff - Litka
86

···~• 86

FreclrWraeou
del. Mc:Gumn - Smith

The numbers behind the action

CLASSIFIEDS .
PERSONALS
Sigma Chi, We are having a
blast at Deroy Dayal Love, the
sisters of Sigma ~lgma Sigma
lambda Chi Alpha, Alpha Tau

Omega, and Alpha Gamma
Delta · We had an aweso me
tfme at the mlxerl Love, the
sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma
Alpha Gams are having a great
time at Sigma Chi Derby Oeysl
T he sisters of Alpha Delta PI
would like to thank KA for a
great Spring Break mixer.
•Sigma Phi Epsilon· T hanks
for an awesome St. Patrick's
Day mixerl Love, the&lsters of
Alpha Delta PI
Thanks so muoh Floppy and
Wade for being awesome
basketballcoacheslltwasnlce
of us to let someone else win
for a change. Let's go volleyball! Lave. the sisters of Alpha
Sigma Alpha
Hope everyone had a great
Sprtng Break!

1be

PERSONALS

FOR RENT

AlphaSigma Aiphapledgesare
absolutely, positively, without
a doubt the bestl Love, your
sisters

House For Rent. Directly
across from MSU. Partially
furnished. $350 plus utilities.
No pets. 753-8191

Alpha Sigma Alpha derby
coaches are the fu nnestl
Thanks for a great party and a
GREAT weeki Love, the sisters of Alpha Sigma Alphal

Room for rent. Fu rnished.
Utilities Included. $250. DIrectly across from MSU. 7538191

Let's gomJddln'l SAAMudball
'93 Ia coming your wayl Look
fordetall sl

NOTICE

LOST&FOUND
Lost - Black, wire rtm glasses
With tinted lens at Currts Center gameroom on golf machine
In Feb.
Are prescrtptlon.

Reward. 76.2-2552

Portraits: Watch for Allison
Photography Easter Special.
Coming In March.

HELP WANTED

Heading for EUROPE this
summer? Jetthere anytlmefor
$169from the East Coast, $229
from the Midwest (when available) with AIRHITCHI (Reported In Lefs Gol and NV
Times.)
For de tails:
AIRHITCH CD 212-864-2000

To everyone who was stranded
o n 175 or 120 oomlng home
from Spring Break, I know what
you went through. We all
wanted help, but I guess lfs
too late to ask tor It now. So,
I'm glad everyone made it back
to Murray safely and good luck
In futu re travels.

Murray State News

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

GIRLSCOUTCAMPSTAFF Assistant C8Jlll Director, Busi-

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT Certified taechera tor Science,

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT -

ness Manager, Health supervisor, unit counselors and leaders, waterfront, rappelllng,
horseback, nature, arts and
crafts, canoeing and cooks
I"'EEaded forthe summer at Glr1

Math, English, Soda! Stud•.

HELP WANTED

Box 40-466, Nashville, TN

Reading, Computers. Bachelora degree In education, valid
high school 9-12 certlftcetlon,
and experience wortdng with
dl88dvantaged students preferred. Send letter ol appllca·
tlon, resume, names and phone
numbers of two reference• and
copy ol certification to Upward

37204 or 6151383-()490.

Bound, Murray State Univer-

Scout Camp Sycamoro HUts.
Contact Charlotte Palmer,
Cumberland Valley G.S.C.,

EQUESTRIAN COUNSEL·
ORS - experience requlmd for
summer poaltlon at Girt Scout
Camp Sycamore Hils. Contact Chartotte Palmer, Cumberland Valley G.S.C., Box
40466, Nastwllle, TN37204or

6151383-0490.
HEALTHSUPERVISOR· RN
or Paramedic certlftcatlon required for summer position at
Gir1 Scout Camp Sycamore
Hills.
Contact Chartotte
Palmer, Cumberland Vdej
G.S.C., Box 40466, Nashville,

nece1881)'. Malt or Female.
For 8fTllloyment program call
1·208-~155 ext. A5538

INDEX

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline.._ Wednesday at noon
Place your classifleds in room 111 of Wilson Hall or send them to
Murray State University, 111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station

Every word over twenty words

Closed on weekends and holidays.

ALASKA
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - flshertel.
Eam $600+/Week In canneries
or $<4,000+/month on fishing
boats. Free tranaportatlonl
Room and Board! Over 8,000
openings.
No experience

TN 37204 or 61 S/3AA.D490

RATES
With MSU 10: 15¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word

Pre-Payment Is Required

sity, Murray, KY 42071, by
March 19, 1993. MSU does not
dlscrtmlnate on the bull of
race, color, nationality, ortgln,
sex or hanclcap.

With MSU 10: 10¢ per word
WlthoutMSU 10: 15¢ per word

GREEK/PERSONALS
R()(Mt.tAlES
BUSINESS

SERVICES

FOR RENT

FOR SAL£
HELP WANTED
LOST &FOUND
RIDES
MISC.
NOTICE

Resident advt&orl tor six
weeks program. Must be 21
years of age, have cofT1)1eted
two yeara oo~ with cummutative 2.0 GPA. UB and
resident advltor expertence
prefen'ed. send letterof application. resume with name~ and
phone numbers of two raereoces and copy ot transcrtptto
Upward Bound, Murray Stale

HELP WANTED

For Sale

GREEI( S & CLUBS

1985 Chrysler
Laser Turbo

RAISE A COOL

'1000

Power Steering
Brakes
AM/FM
Cassette

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CAU.SI
No obligation. No cost.
ADd a fREE
IGLOO COOUll
If you~- Call

UI'Weralty, Murray, KY 42071,
byMarch19, 1993. MSUdoea
not dl8aimlnate on the basis
ol race, color, nationality, ortgln, 18X or handcap.

1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

Marina needs IUmmer help.

EXCEu.ENT
EX'I'RA INCOME NOW!

Send resume 10: KY lake
Sails at Ughlhou~e Landng,
P.O. Box 129, Grand Rivers,
KY42045

l:am $600 or more weekly
stutllng envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Country
LMng Shoppers, Dept A26,
P.O. Box 1n9, Denham
Springs, LA 70727-1n9.

Wllderneu Camp - camp
Counselo1'110 wor1< with youth·
at·r1sk. One year college or
1'81ated wort< expertence required. Contact Ute Adven-

ture C8Jlll, 1122 Oak Hll Or.,
Lexington, KY 40505. 606-

252-4733.
Guitar lessons wanted, evenings. 762-2552.

ENVELOPE STUFFING Free Detelte: SASE to

Call 762-6568

•eoo -

$800 every week •

lnternatlonel Inc.
1368 Coney l•land Ave.
Brooklyn. New York 11230

Congratulations
Jennifer Wohlleb
On Being Named Editor-in-Chief

of
The Murray State News
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INSURANCE
Continued from Page 1

"Staff Congress has pushed
all along for a salary
increase to go along with it."
Having co-payments may
turn into a hardship for some
staff members, Wagoner
said.
"Not everybody needs that
coverage but a lot do who will
not be able to afford it," she
.said. "It's a big loss for us.
We've been lucky that we've
been able to hang onto it this
long ."
Going to insurance copayments was something the
University fiscally had to do,
President Ronald J. Kurth,
said.
"It's a difficult issue on
both sides," he said. "But the
costs are escalating so
rapidly that the University
can 't afford the current
program any more. It's more
than a Univer sity problem
though, it's a national
problem."

Wa~

Although specifics of a businesses to
provide
national health care program i n s u rance
coverage,"
have not been released yet, accor ding to a March 17
administrators, staff and article by t he Associated
faculty are holding out for Press.
hope of a solution from the
But cost-shifting by some
Clinton administration.
companies, such as lowering
"Unless Clinton addresses cover age to the state's
this nationally, we're going minimum requi r ements,
to be talking about paying and state subsidies would
much more for health care in reduce the businesses' net
just three years from now," expense to $36 million, the ,
Conklin said.
economists said.
State officials are a lso
The plan estimates that a
hammering out a health care basic health insur ance
plan that would make sure
all Kentuckians had some package can be obtained for
$116 per month for each
type of health insurance.
person. F amily coverage
Gov. Brereton Jones has would be an additional $277
introduced two health care per month.
proposals. One plan puts the
The insurance would cover
burden on businesses to basic
medical expenses with
insure
employees
and
maximum
a n nua l out-ofanother places the burden on
of $3,500 for
pocket
payments
individuals. Both plans
an
individual,
including
include a payrolJ tax for
deductibles
and
co-payments,
employers.
according to the article.
"A study of University of
Some of the Univer sity's
Kentucky economists fo~ the
staff
members might be better
Jones
administration
served
under the Jones plan,
estimated that it would cost
companies $233.8 million for Wagoner said.

"According to what Gov.
Jones has said , a lot of the
staff fa ll into the bracket of
what he's talking about.,"
she said. "Ther e may be
something at the state level
or even at the federal level to
help those people."
Conklin has already taken
steps to make sure Jones
takes state university
employees into account under
the state plan by writing the
gover nor a letter.
"I find it ludicrous that a ll
the state universities have to
bid their own insurance. If
we pooled all our universities
together and we could get
someone to give us an

rHair Works & Golden
J
Image

up to
The
Murray

Tanning Package:

Stab!

300 minutes for 25 ·:. .' •'

News

.. ~
···~

Wmatrlx

..............

Eyeglass
Extravaganza

on Golf

or

• $79 for frame & bifocal lenses

with this coupon

®

• Frame• trom select 11~ Cenlun rMirictlona ~.
Al major credit card$ ac:cepled.

Iii

Summers ( Optical
753-7063

OlyrJl)ic Plaza

T he forum is co-hosed by
the Office of the Governor,
the t ask fo r ce and the
Purchase Area Development
District.

$1 OFF·

• $59 for frame & single vision lenses

\

The session will last about
two hours with a presentation
of the gover nor's health care
plan given the first 20 to 30
minutes. The rest of the t ime
will be devoted to answering
questions posed by the
audience.

Apply Today
Student Financial Aid Office
Sparks Hall - Basement

.

~

The panel is composed of
members of the Commission
on Health Care Reform and
the Task Force on Health
Care
Access
and
Affordibility.

April 1 is the Filing Date for
Student Financial Aid ·
applications for 1993-94
requesting grants
(non-repayable), loans,
and/or student employment.

1104 Story A venue
1 block North of Murray Cablevision,
t:"~.
first road on the right

~rit{ays

incredible bid."
Those concerned about the
governor 's h ea l t h care
refor m plans, will have a
ch ance for a face-to-face
question and answer session
Tuesday.
The session at Paducah
Comm u nity College wi ll
begin at 7 p.m. and is
especially for residents of
Ma r s h all,
Ba ll ard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
G r aves,
Hick man
and
McCracken Counties.
A panel of persons who
helped draw up the proposals
will be on band to provide
information and answer
questions.

Did You Forget?

::~

on

March 19, 1993

YOUR

CORN-AUSTIN
·
®
~uckfieaa

HEADQUARTERS

Expires Aprll2, 1993

(502) 753- 1152

A Won1an's

Prerogati-v e
Changing her mind is a woman's perogative,
and the decisions are endless with Tretorn
Nylites. Choose from a variety of beautiful
colors in canvas. Take your pick from Tretorn
today.
·

Women•s
Canvas Nylite
SPECIAL
$19.99

Leather Nylite
$24.99

Make a
Staten1ent
You can depend on Tretorn Nylites. Classic
Tretorn style in traditional canvas or soft leather
make them feel great on the first wearing. Get a
new pair of your old friends· Tretorn Nylites.

Men•s Canvas
Nylite
SPECIAL
$19.99

Leather Nylite
$24.99
*Women's Canvas Available in 5 Different Colors*

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

753-8844

''EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"

1203 Chestnut St.
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